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Abstract 
The sugarcane industry in Australia includes 24 sugar factories. Seventeen of 
them (90% of the sugarcane crop) have a railway system to transport sugarcane. In 
this system, locomotives take empty bins from a factory and deliver them to rail 
sidings assigned to the harvesting contractors. Locomotives also collect full bins of 
sugarcane and return them to the factory.  
Cane transportation is an expensive process. A schedule is used to plan 
locomotive movements to minimise costs.  The schedule consists of a set of 
locomotive runs involving the delivery and collection of empty and full bins between 
harvesters and mills.  There are time constraints involved for both of these activities 
to ensure the harvest and processing of sugarcane continues with minimal 
interruption. To develop an efficient schedule, accurate information regarding run 
times is required.  There is also a need to minimise delays or unproductive time when 
locomotives are not running and to ensure locomotives are operating safely. 
To improve the management of cane railway operations, new technologies 
have been implemented by the sugar industry in Australia. One is a software system 
called Traffic Officer Tools (TOTools) which stores the schedule, including the 
locomotive run information details in daily ledgers.  The Animated Cane Transport 
Scheduling System (ACTSS) is another software tool used to assist in schedule 
development. ACTSS simulates and animates daily cane transport operations and 
utilises a GIS software package called MapInfo where the railway network, mills and 
sidings are graphically represented. ACTSS also replays historical GPS data. GPS 
location devices are another technology commonly used. GPS systems are mainly 
used to provide a real-time visual indication of locomotive location. 
My research aimed to answer two research questions: 
 ‘How can we improve our understanding of locomotive time utilisation and 
railway system efficiency by integrating run activity data from TOTools with 
historical GPS data?’  An algorithm was implemented to combine historical 
locomotive GPS data with run activities stored in TOTools and siding, mill and 
railway location details stored in MapInfo. It tracks run activities from the GPS data 
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and matches them with corresponding run activities stored in TOTools. Fifteen 
reports were developed to summarise tracked GPS data to present time usage and 
speed information. They have been categorised into two groups: analysis reports and 
speed reports. The analysis reports break down runs into their component parts so 
that time utilisation of locomotives can be studied and improved. These reports 
identify delays in the system and enable comparisons based on locomotive, driver 
and train size. Speed reports can be used to identify how fast locomotives travel 
through different parts of the network. They enable travel times to be accurately 
determined and assist in monitoring the safe operation of the railway system. 
 ‘How can we forecast locomotive arrival times by interpreting real-time GPS 
data?’  A second algorithm was implemented to combine real-time locomotive GPS 
data, live TOTools data and MapInfo information. The algorithm listens and 
processes real-time GPS data as soon as they arrive. For each locomotive the 
algorithm tracks what run activities it has performed and its current track location. 
The algorithm then triggers ACTSS to create a list of run activities in chronological 
order. The algorithm matches run activities tracked from the GPS data with run 
activities simulated by ACTSS to identify what activities the locomotive will 
perform next. Based on the current location of the locomotive and the location of its 
next future run activity, the algorithm identifies the route and travel time between 
these two points. The algorithm calculates the duration of each future activity and 
travel times between future activities.  The list of future run activities will allow 
locomotive arrival time forecasts to sidings and mills. Traffic Officers will be able to 
predict when full bins will arrive at the mills and when bins will be delivered or 
collected from sidings, allowing mill staff and harvesters to better plan ahead. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter introduces the background (Section  1.1) of this research, 
describing sugar cane transportation by railway in the sugar industry in Queensland 
and other technologies used in this system. This chapter also displays the context 
(Section  1.2) and purpose (Section  1.3) of the research in this field and also outlines 
the importance and terms used (Section  1.4) in the research. Finally, it provides a 
brief overview of the structure and content of the remaining chapters of this thesis 
(Section  1.5). 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
1.1.1 Australian Sugar Industry  
Sugarcane is one of Australia’s most important agricultural crops. Australia is 
the third largest raw sugar supplier in the world and raw sugar is the seventh largest 
agricultural export in Australia. The cane industry includes 24 sugar mills owned by 
10 separate milling companies. It generates more than 40,000 jobs and directly 
employs about 17,000 people across the growing, harvesting, milling and transport 
sectors. The industry produces 32-35 million tonnes of cane per year, which when 
processed, equates to around 4.5-5 million tonnes of sugar and around $1.5-$2.5 
billion value of production (Canegrowers, 2014).  
Sugarcane grows mainly in high rainfall or irrigated areas on coastal plains and 
river catchments along 2,100 km of coastline, from far north Queensland to northern 
New South Wales on a total of 380,000 hectares annually (Australian Sugar Milling 
Council, 2014). Figure 1 maps the current sugarcane growing areas within Australia. 
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Figure 1 – Areas where sugarcane is grown in Australia (Australian Sugar Milling 
Council, 2014) 
  
Queensland's cane harvesting season typically extends from early June to late 
November   (South Johnstone Mill, 2014).  All sugarcane in Australia has been 
harvested mechanically since 1979 (Canegrowers, 2014) and about two-thirds is cut 
green. 
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The Australian sugar industry is recognised as one of the most efficient and 
innovative producers and exporters of sugar in the world. It is recognised world-wide 
for cutting edge technology and sustainable cane growing (Canegrowers, 2014). 
 
1.1.2 Cane Transportation and Production Cost Impact 
The cost of sugarcane transport is a large component of the total cost of sugar 
production and for this reason transportation efficiency is a high priority for all sugar 
milling regions with railway transport systems. According to Pinkney (2011), 
transporting cane from the field to the mill is the largest unit cost in the 
manufacturing of raw sugar, accounting for about one third of the total 
manufacturing costs.  As such, reductions in transport costs are desirable. 
In Australia, harvested cane is loaded into large bins at rail sidings or road 
transport pads. Cane transportation between these sidings or pads and the mill is 
made by road transport, railway systems or a combination of both. Eighteen of the 24 
mills in Australia predominantly use railway systems for sugarcane transport.  
Once cut, sugarcane begins to deteriorate, losing its sugar content and value. 
Long delays between harvesting and crushing can also produce products that cause 
problems in the manufacturing process. If a harvester runs out of bins, it will stop 
cutting, increasing harvesting costs. In some cases, penalties arranged before the 
crushing season are applied to the mill to compensate for this extra harvesting cost to 
the growers caused by the late delivery of bins.  
Sugarcane transportation needs to be organised and efficient to reduce costs to 
the industry and to ensure cane is crushed as fresh as possible by mills 24 hours a day 
during the entire crushing season. 
 
1.1.3 Railway System and Traffic Plan Development 
In railway systems, the transport of cane is performed by locomotives hauling 
bins between sidings and the mill. Cane transport systems perform two major tasks. 
Firstly, they take empty bins from the mill and deliver them to the rail sidings close 
to the harvesting contractors where they are filled with chopped cane. Secondly, they 
collect the full bins from these sidings and return them to the mill. At the mill, the 
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full bins are weighed and then moved to a tip where the cane is removed from the 
bins and the bins are again ready for delivery to the harvesters.  
As described by Markley, Raines, Langham and Fleming (2006), harvesting 
and transport operations are intrinsically linked but have opposing needs. Meeting 
those needs is vital to reduce both harvesting and transport costs. The actions of one 
sector often affects the other which could lead to delays in cane bin deliveries to 
harvesting groups or delays in harvesting operations. These delays can disrupt the 
current schedule and therefore the flow of bins between the harvesters and the mill 
for the rest of the day. 
 This transport system is managed by traffic officers from the mills who are 
responsible for creating and maintaining the traffic plan and schedule for each day of 
the crushing season. The traffic plan is developed before each crushing season and 
consists of a master schedule that defines the basic locomotive runs that will be 
required. The traffic plan is developed based on a harvest roster and harvester cut 
rates, mill crushing rate and available transport resources such as bins and 
locomotives. The traffic plan also includes a locomotive crew roster. A locomotive 
crew consists of a driver, who is responsible for driving the locomotive, and an 
assistant, who changes the points in the railway track to keep the locomotive on the 
correct track segment. The assistant is also responsible for counting the number of 
bins that the locomotive is expected to deliver or collect and for coupling bins to and 
uncoupling bins from the train. 
Based on the traffic plan, a set of locomotive runs, also called a ‘schedule’, is 
designed for each day of the season. It needs to satisfy bin demand from both the mill 
and the harvesting contractors for that day and also accommodate eventual schedule 
changes due to locomotive, mill or harvester disruptions. Traffic officers create a 
ledger, which is a document that contains: 
• Harvester locations 
• Scheduled locomotive runs 
• Number of empty bins that will be delivered by scheduled locomotive runs. 
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During the shift, traffic officers use the ledger to maintain the current traffic 
operation by: 
• Updating harvester locations 
• Updating what runs will be implemented 
• Updating how many bins will be delivered and recording how many bins 
were collected 
• Recording run actual start and finish times. 




Figure 2 – Example of a schedule 
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1.1.4 Sugarcane Railway Activities 
Even though there are variations in operational factors from one mill to 
another, there are some common procedures to all during ‘schedule’ development. 
The factors relevant to this research are: 
• Train speeds: The speed of a train over a section of track will affect the total 
run time. The speed may vary based on track characteristics such as grades, curves 
and level crossings, and also on locomotive characteristics such as locomotive and 
train mass and engine power. 
• Shunting time: The time that a locomotive will take to deliver and/or collect 
bins from a siding. As well as allowing for running time between sidings, calculation 
of the length of a run must include shunting operations. As described by Pinkney 
(2011), sidings fall into two main types in the cane railway transport system:  
 
a) Loop: Sidings with a combined area for both full and empty bins 
where the total number of bins cannot exceed the total capacity of the siding. An 
example is shown in Figure 3. 
  
Figure 3 – Loop siding 
 
b) Roll-on, roll off (RORO): Sidings that have separate areas for full and 
empty bins where the number of empty bins cannot exceed the empty bins capacity 
and the number of full bins cannot exceed the full bins capacity. In this siding type, 
the contractor takes bins from the empties area, fills them and returns them to the 
area where full bins are stored. An example is shown in Figure 4. 
  
Figure 4 – Roll-on, roll off siding 
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Sidings generally have different bin capacities. Additionally, some sidings may 
have one link to the mainline (Figure 4) whereas others may have two (Figure 3) or 
even more links to the main line. Therefore depending on the siding layout, capacity 
of empty and full bins and also the locomotive crew expertise, the shunting time may 
vary greatly. 
• Locomotive passing: Most of the tracks in the sugar industry are single-line. 
As a consequence, locomotives may have to stop in passing loops or sidings or at 
junctions and wait for other locomotives to pass. 
• Junction activities: These activities occur when a locomotive stops at a 
junction.  There are three main reasons why locomotives stop at junctions: (1) to wait 
for another train to pass by; (2) to allow a crew member to change the points so the 
train can travel into the correct branch (and optionally change the points back after 
passing through); and (3) to drop off or pick up bins where the locomotive run is 
servicing harvesters in two branches.  When servicing harvesters in the two branches 
(branch 1 and branch 2), it is common practice to leave the empty bins for branch 2 
at the junction while the empty bins for branch 1 are being delivered.  After 
delivering the empty bins to branch 1 and collecting the full bins from branch 1, the 
locomotive returns to the junction and drops off the full bins at the junction.  The 
locomotive then picks up the empty bins for branch 2, delivers the empty bins in 
branch 2, collects the full bins from branch 2 and returns to the junction.  The 
locomotive picks up the full bins from branch 1 before returning to the factory. The 
main reason for conducting branch operations in this way is to reduce the risk of 
derailment that is increased when mixed trains of full and empty bins are hauled. 
In some cases junction activities can significantly increase the total run time. 
 
• Continuous harvest of cane: Harvesters have agreements with mills to ensure 
a sufficient supply of empty bins for continuous harvesting. Since the vast majority 
of sidings don’t have sufficient capacity to hold the full daily allotment of empty bins 
for serviced harvesters, usually empty bins are delivered and full bins are collected 
more than once during the day. If a harvester runs out of empty bins, the mill may be 
penalised based on the agreements. 
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• Rolling stock characteristics: Bins and locomotives are the two items of 
rolling stock relevant to scheduling. Bin capacity relates to the number of tonnes of 
cane a bin will normally carry and some mills will have a mixed bin fleet with 
several sizes of bins in use. The locomotive characteristics relevant to scheduling are 
the capacity (maximum number of bins that can be hauled) and speed and most mills 
have mixed locomotive fleets with different capacities and speeds. The number of 
locomotives and bins are limited and an efficient schedule is required to meet all of 
the schedule requirements. For this reason resources are heavily used every day of 
the season and generally there isn’t a prompt replacement for faulty bins or 
locomotives. 
• Catch-points: In the railway network there are rail crossings called ‘catch-
points’. They represent the crossing between the rail tracks that belong to the mill 
with rail tracks that belong to another company. Non-mill locomotives/trains have 
crossing priority over mill locomotives which means that mill locomotives will 
always stop before the crossing since assistants manually open and close the catch-
points so that the train can pass through. These activities also cause delays in runs. 
• Speed limits: Some segment lines in the railway network have low speed 
restrictions. These restrictions are usually imposed due to close proximity to road 
crossings, bridges or segment lines crossing hills. 
 
1.1.5 TOTools and GPS as New Technologies 
To improve the cane transport system, the sugar industry constantly invests in 
this sector by introducing new technologies. One of these technologies is called 
Traffic Officer Tools (TOTools). It was first introduced in 1996 to facilitate the 
scheduling process and replace handwritten ledgers with electronic ledgers in 
personal computers running Windows (Pinkney & Camilleri, 1996). It contains 
locomotive scheduling details such as locomotive run start and finish times, 
locomotive crew, and run destinations and activities (bin deliveries and collections). 
At the time of writing TOTools is widely used in the industry, operating in 16 sugar 
mills. 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are now installed in all Australian sugar 
industry locomotives. These devices are mainly used to provide traffic officers with a 
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real-time visual indication of locomotive location. This data aids traffic officers to 
manage train separation. Once the real-time GPS information is used, it is then stored 
as historical data at the mills. This data is occasionally used for investigation in case 
of accidents involving locomotives and it is rarely analysed for any other purpose. 
 
1.2 CONTEXT 
An efficient schedule requires accurate locomotive information, which includes 
travel time and duration of the various run activities. Depending on the locomotive 
configuration and crew, run times can vary greatly from what was planned. 
More reliable bin delivery times enable mill staff and harvesters to better plan 
their shifts ahead, enabling cost reductions through better use of available time. 
Throughout the shift, mills, harvesters and traffic operations often change from what 
was initially planned. To accommodate these changes the schedule is often adjusted 
to maintain the supply of bins for both harvesters and factories.  
 
1.3 PURPOSES 
TOTools is currently used to create traffic schedules and manage daily 
transport operations. The GPS system produces historical locomotive GPS data and 
TOTools stores historical run activity data but mills rarely analyse or review GPS 
data. The first question of this research was: 
How can we improve our understanding of locomotive time utilisation and 
railway system efficiency by integrating run activity data from TOTools with 
historical GPS data? 
The first part of this research was intended to combine historical GPS data with 
TOTools data to develop an algorithm in TOTools. Run activities were identified 
based on locomotive GPS data tracked against the track network stored in the 
MapInfo data. Fifteen reports were developed to summarise tracked GPS data to 
present time usage and speed information. They have been categorised into two 
groups: analysis reports and speed reports.  The outcome was to summarise time 
usage in the sugarcane railway system such as shunting details based on siding type 
and number of bins, unknown delay times and track speeds.  
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Real-time GPS data is highly used but only to aid in train separation. The 
second question of this research was: 
How can we forecast locomotive arrival times by interpreting real-time GPS 
data? 
The second part of the research utilised real-time GPS tracking data in 
conjunction with TOTools to implement an algorithm to predict locomotive arrival 
times. The outcome of this algorithm is to produce a list of future run activities that 
will indicate when locomotives will arrive at sidings or mills in the railway network. 
 
1.4 SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS 
The reports developed in the first part of the research are intended to assist 
traffic officers in developing the next year’s schedule and for determining priorities 
for investment in the track infrastructure.  The analysis reports break down runs into 
their component parts and summarise them so that time utilisation of locomotives 
can be studied and improved. These reports identify delays in the system and enable 
comparisons based on locomotive, driver and train size. Speed reports can be used to 
identify how fast locomotives travel through different parts of the network. They 
enable travel times to be accurately determined and assist in monitoring the safe 
operation of the railway system. 
In relation to the second part of the research, providing arrival time prediction 
will enable traffic officers to better anticipate run activities. This information can be 
useful for harvesters to plan their working time better (scheduling of meal breaks and 
maintenance activities) and for mill staff to anticipate the arrival of fresh cane to the 
mill. 
 
1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis contains six chapters.  Chapter 2: presents a review and analysis of 
the literature in the area of this research. In  Chapter 3: the research strategy and 
methodology is presented.  Chapter 4: describes how the first research question 
described in section  1.3 was addressed. It presents how historical locomotive GPS 
data was analysed and summarised.  Chapter 5: addresses the second research 
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question as it presents how to predict locomotive arrival time. Both  Chapter 4: 
and  Chapter 5: present the main algorithms developed in this project. The outcomes 
of this research are presented in the last chapter where future work in this area is also 
discussed. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter begins with a description and a discussion of the importance of 
data analysis in the transport sector (Section 2.1). Section 2.2 describes the railway 
transportation of cane in Australia and some of the factors that affect efficiency. The 
literature review is then followed by a description of new technologies introduced in 
this sector (Section 2.3) and three systems are described in more detail (TOTools, 
ACTSS and GPS). Section 2.4 outlines existing approaches to calculate travel times 
based on GPS systems. It also describes the advantages of combining GPS with a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) (National Geographic, 2014). Section 2.5 
describes how to detect the current location of vehicles based on GPS data. It also 
describes how current approaches are using real-time and historical GPS data to 
predict arrival times in the transport sector. Section 2.6 summarises the literature 
review and also describes the methods that could be developed to address the gap in 
literature. 
 
2.1 TRANSPORTATION DATA GATHERING AND ANALYSIS 
Transportation remains an area of innovation and, “despite the almost universal 
commitment of transport policy to achieve efficiency, the empirical basis for 
assessing the productivity of the sector is generally weak” (European Conference of 
Ministers of Transport, 2007). The European Conference of Ministers of Transport 
(2007) states that relevant data are not available or they lack credibility due to their 
poor quality. According to Klappich (2011), most transportation organisations view 
technology as one way to adapt to changing and more difficult business and 
economic climates. There is an expansion in the market for transportation-oriented 
technologies as users seek solutions that can help them improve transport efficiency. 
It is suggested by Klappich (2011) that emerging mobile applications will use the 
capabilities offered by mobile technologies, such as GPS tracking or pulling data 
from the vehicle's engine computer, to create new or enhanced business solutions that 
exploit these capabilities. Zhang, Zhu, Lai and Zhang (2012) highlighted the 
importance of the real-time GPS tracking data structure, describing the low cost and 
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high performance of the GPS systems and their high potential as an area of 
innovation for future research. Watling and Connor (2010) reported that, since 2000, 
industries have introduced innovative uses of GPS technology. This research 
demonstrated specific examples to illustrate the benefits and potential of 
implementing GPS in different transport industries. 
 
2.2 SUGARCANE TECHNOLOGIES AND TOTOOLS 
The sugar industry is constantly exploring opportunities to reduce costs within 
their harvesting and transport systems (Higgins & Davies, 2004). As a result, mills 
seek development of integrated harvest and transport management system solutions. 
As described by Markley et al. (2006), Mackay Sugar is an example where a range of 
new technologies were developed and future research was encouraged. As presented 
by  Everitt, Young, Pinkney and Pointing (2001), another example of harvest and 
transport integration is the development of the cane age monitor and the delivery 
delay monitor. 
Among new technologies, with the increasing popularity of PCs, in 1996 a 
prototype software package called Traffic Officer Tools (TOTools) was introduced 
to the sugar industry by Pinkney and Camilleri (1996) on the Visual Basic 6.0 (VB6) 
platform (Mabbutt, 2014). It was developed to support traffic office operations by 
electronically representing a handwritten daily ledger – a large table used to 
represent locomotive runs which included deliveries, collections, harvesters and 
destinations for an entire shift. In 1998, a complete TOTools version was introduced 
to the industry and in 1999 it was used by many factories. The 1999 version included 
extra functionalities, such as harvester and crew rosters, allotment adjustment and 
operational reports (Everitt, Young & Pinkney, 2000).  
The Animated Cane Transport Scheduling System (ACTSS) was another 
software tool introduced to assist cane rail transportation. According to Pinkney and 
Everitt (1997), ACTSS is a computer-based technology used to facilitate traffic 
scheduling by simulating and animating daily cane transport operations through the 
GIS software package MapInfo (Pitney Bowes, 2013). It was initially developed in 
the Unix/SunView environment and later upgraded to the Windows-based VB6 
platform and integrated with TOTools (Everitt et al., 2000). Due to the ending of 
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VB6 support by Microsoft, Kent and Shorney (2009) upgraded TOTools to the .NET 
framework platform. In 2012 ACTSS was also upgraded and fully incorporated into 
TOTools (Kono & Kent, 2012). 
In 1992, GPS technology was introduced to sugarcane transportation to 
identify train location accurately (Kent & Plaza, 1992). In the same year, Tully Sugar 
undertook further investigations of the potential of the GPS technology in the sugar 
industry (Fuelling, Chappel, Moore, & Pease, 1992). In 1997, Tully Sugar completed 
a locomotive tracking system linking GPS with GIS which enhanced mill 
productivity as an outcome (Fuelling & Wright, 1997).  According to Everitt (2004), 
in the following years, mills began installing GPS devices on their locomotive fleets 
mainly as a safety aid. In 2004 a GPS interface was developed within ACTSS in 
order to improve traffic scheduling by enabling replay and analysis of GPS data from 
locomotive runs. Since ACTSS is now fully incorporated into TOTools, this 
enhancement indicates that TOTools .NET has a GPS interface through ACTSS, 
which enables TOTools to interpret locomotive GPS data. 
 
2.3 TRACKING LOCOMOTIVE POSITION 
To determine the locomotive position in the railway network, it is necessary to 
identify the point on the railway track that is near the measured GPS position. There 
are a few algorithms which could be used for this purpose. 
Wilmar Sugar developed algorithms for identifying track locations from GPS 
data through their ‘Rail Safe’ system (Jurd & Seldon, 2003), used for managing train 
separation. In the Mackay Sugar traffic office there is a system called ‘Track Safe’ 
(Markley, Everitt, & Strong, 2012) which is similarly used to manage train 
separation. 
Guo, Tang and Zhou (2007) proposed a map-matching algorithm based on a 
grid partition of the rail network in order to improve train location identification. 
This method resulted in low computation load and high searching speed. Zuyun, 
Yong, Gang and Dongdong (2008) suggested a similar map-matching algorithm 
based on a grid partition. Although tested with taxis, this method led to accurate real-
time location results and fast computational speed. Chen, Cai and Tang (2008) 
presented another method to generate high-accuracy locomotive position from low-
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accuracy GPS data. This research proposed an algorithm based on split and non-
linear optimisation based on key points and historical GPS data points. It is noted 
that the computer performance and data accuracy of this method haven’t been tested 
with larger rail networks. Acharya, Sadhu and Ghoshal (2011) suggested a different 
approach to detect train location using data fusion. Although the results were proven 
to be accurate, this solution requires an odometer and accelerometer in all 
locomotives, which may impose an unnecessary constraint to this project. 
 
2.4 HISTORICAL TRAVEL TIMES & ANALYSIS 
The first objective of this research was to use historical GPS data to estimate 
and summarise travel duration of locomotive runs and of its component run 
activities. Travel duration is defined as the total travel time for a locomotive to 
complete a run.   Run activities include activities at a siding, junction or catch-point. 
In these activities, the assistant could be changing points (junctions or catch-points) 
or the locomotive could be delivering and/or collecting bins (sidings or junctions). 
To calculate these times, a simple method is required to gather start and finish times 
and locomotive locations for each run activity detected in a particular run. 
According to Everitt (2004), shunting times can be determined by interpreting 
the location and speed fields for each GPS message transmitted. In this study, a 
“shunt” was considered to start when a locomotive is in close proximity to a siding 
and is stationary. The shunt finished when the locomotive moved away from the 
siding area. The algorithm requires two types of information from users: siding 
length and minimum shunt time. If the locomotive is within a siding area defined by 
the siding length, all shunt times greater than or equal to this duration will be 
reported as “actual” locomotive shunts. The algorithm uses GIS information to 
gather information about siding location. 
To calculate total travel time, the literature defines several approaches. 
According to Edara, Smith, Guo, Babiceanu and McGhee (2011), due to the time 
interval between each signal, GPS devices often fail to log the exact time and 
location pair when a vehicle enters or exits a certain segment. According to the same 
article, another issue which might occur is a discontinuity in the recorded GPS point 
stream. A device malfunction or blockage of the GPS signal could cause the device 
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to fail to record a position with a given time stamp. In this scenario it was proposed 
to calculate average speeds considering average and maximum speeds defined for 
each segment when post processing data. 
Another approach to gather accurate travel time was presented by Ran, Wang, 
Lu and Pan (2008) and involves a post-trip map-matching algorithm. Based on a 
roadway divided into segments (or links) it detects the GPS horizontal error for a 
moving vehicle, which could be defined as more than 20 m (or based on GPS error 
specifications), and the region in which the true position may fall is expressed as a 
circle. When the error region is created for a GPS point, there might be more than 
one roadway link intersecting the error region. These links are the candidates to 
which the GPS point will probably be snapped. Based on a set of error regions for 
each point and link coordinates, the map-matching algorithm attaches the GPS points 
to the segments, generating travel speed and location for any given time. Although it 
requires a higher computation load, the algorithm produces accurate results. 
 An integration of the GPS and GIS technologies can be considered. Bohte and 
Maat (2008) explain the potential of GPS-GIS technology, including information 
about algorithms which could be used to derive trip characteristics. Quiroga and 
Bullock (1998) introduced a range of data reporting procedures, algorithms and 
analysis using GPS-GIS technology and describe relevant data collection, data 
reduction, reporting procedures and analysis. Jayakody et al. (2013) present a 
solution implemented in the existing railway transport service in Sri Lanka that 
provided an efficient train tracking and management system. This paper describes the 
benefits of integrating GPS and GIS technology into this sector for data analysis. 
Benefits include a facility to generate user defined reports and graphs on train 
movements, arrival-departure at each station, schedule adherence, etc. As another 
benefit, this research also suggests detection of over speeding, train delays, non-
adherence to traffic regulations, etc. 
In order to investigate travel deviations based on parameters such as drivers, 
traffic congestion or weather conditions, Mazloumi, Currie and Rose (2010) 
proposed a GPS data analysis based on the variability of travel time for buses. 
Although this study is based on road traffic, the same idea could be applied to this 
project since rail traffic has fewer constraints such as traffic lights or traffic jams. 
Kandel, Klumpp and Keusgen (2011) propose an approach based on GPS technology 
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to support logistics and service management in groupage freight networks. This 
study reports some of the advantages of GPS tracking such as bottleneck and delay 
identification which can lead to more reliable data for production planners. A similar 
methodology could be applied in the railway system at the sugar mills. 
To calculate railway average speed, a model to calculate segment average 
speed called the Proportional Model was proposed by Miller, Sun-il, Ali and Menard 
(2010). This research indicates that vehicles are rarely transmitting GPS data at the 
start and end of a segment since GPS devices transmit their speed and location 
usually every 10 to 60 seconds. It then suggests a model where the time and location 
information from the GPS data can be used to determine the amount of time a vehicle 
takes to traverse a segment. Miller et al. (2010) report very accurate results. 
De Fabritiis, Ragona and Valenti (2008) propose a model that calculates road 
average speed based on real-time Floating-Car Data (FCD) with high accuracy. This 
system relies on a large number of privately owned cars to deliver real-time traffic 
speed information throughout a motorway network. Even though this model provides 
real-time traffic speed, a similar concept could be used to calculate segment average 
speed in the railway network. 
 
2.5 LOCOMOTIVE ARRIVAL FORECAST 
Once locomotive run travel and shunting times are determined, our new project 
will be able to forecast bin arrival time to harvesters and mills based on real-time 
locomotive position. Initially, to forecast bin arrival times, it is necessary to find the 
exact locomotive position based on GPS data as explained in section  2.3. 
Once real-time locomotive location is determined, calculation of arrival time is 
made possible as proposed by Jayakody et al. (2013). This paper describes the 
implementation of the GPS-GIS technology in the railway system to forecast train 
arrival-departure. This study proposes the use of a number of operational parameters 
such as railway traffic, train priority, efficient routes, and railway infrastructure 
conditions to be taken into consideration to accurately forecast train arrival time at 
various stations. 
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Biagioni, Gerlich, Merrifield and Eriksson (2011) describe another method to 
calculate arrival times. Even though applied on buses, this research suggests 
prediction of arrival time based on clustering historical travel data to generate an 
estimated travel time for a particular trip. As a result, they are able to achieve 
accurate real-time arrival time results by reading real-time GPS data.  
Biem et al. (2010) describes a similar method involving generating road traffic 
statistics based on network links at various times for a number of days. These 
statistics are then used to compute average travel times for each link. Bie, Wang and 
Qi (2012) have a similar objective for a BSP (bus signal priority) system model 
which listens to GPS data and prioritises traffic signals when a vehicle enters a 
priority zone. Although originally developed for buses, the concept of bus travel time 
prediction can be applied to locomotives where bus stops could be considered as 
sidings and a traffic signal as the next destination of a locomotive run. 
According to Rosenberg (2009), a real-time GPS-based train arrival time 
forecast system has been successfully implemented in three rail transport systems in 
the United States. A similar GPS system called NextBus (Cubic, 2014) was also 
implemented in buses. Both these systems calculate and send expected arrival time 
through the web, mobile phones and station display signs. They take into account the 
actual position of the vehicle, their intended stops and typical traffic patterns. 
Although the algorithm is not presented, these systems appear to estimate vehicle 
arrival times with high accuracy. 
 
2.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS (SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS) 
The literature review briefly introduces different aspects of railway transport 
and road transport systems and some factors that affect scheduling processes in the 
sugar industry. To increase transportation efficiency and reduce its costs, the industry 
has introduced new computer tools and technologies which include the TOTools and 
ACTSS rail operation management software and GPS systems. 
TOTools was developed to assist the management of cane rail operations by 
defining locomotive runs to deliver and collect cane bins while GPS was mainly 
introduced as a safety measure to aid in train separation. The literature review 
suggests that since TOTools has a GPS interface though ACTSS, TOTools could be 
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used to interpret GPS data. A more informed analysis taking into account historical 
locomotive run data from TOTools could be developed when using TOTools data in 
conjunction with GPS data. 
The review also suggests that there are different methodologies to interpret 
GPS data to extract traffic information details. Each method has a distinct 
computational performance based on data accuracy and algorithm complexity. 
According to this review, the map-matching algorithm in conjunction with GIS 
technology will produce the best results and performance to track locomotive 
location and shunting times. The review also suggests that GPS historical data 
analysis can be used to summarise travel times and output traffic patterns. 
The literature review finally indicates that GPS systems are being used in road 
and rail networks to predict travel and arrival times. Past studies reveal that by 
collecting and computing historical travel statistics, it is possible to forecast accurate 
travel times for road or rail network links. 
To conclude, the literature review shows that the information used in the 
scheduling process, such as shunting times, delays and track speeds are rarely 
analysed. New technologies have been implemented but none intended to summarise 
this type of data. The literature review also shows that to predict arrival time with 
great accuracy, algorithms should rely on historical traffic information. To accurately 
forecast arrival time, this project needs to be able to interpret current run activity 
defined in TOTools in conjunction with historical traffic information. 
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Chapter 3:   Research Design 
This chapter outlines the research design adopted to achieve the objectives of 
this project (section  1.3). This chapter begins with the methodology adopted in this 
research (section  3.1). It also details how the research was planned and designed. 
Section  3.2 describes the participants involved in this study. The next section 
(section  3.3) indicates the instruments used in this research. Section  3.4 describes the 
six-stage procedure used in this research. It also illustrates the completion of each 
stage in a timeline. Section  3.5 discusses how the data analysis was carried out. The 
last section (section  3.6) describes ethical considerations of the research. 
 
3.1 METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
3.1.1 Research Plan and Methodology 
The first research question is: 
 How can we improve our understanding of locomotive time utilisation and 
railway system efficiency by integrating run activity data from TOTools with 
historical GPS data? 
To address it, the plan was to develop new software within TOTools to bring 
TOTools run information together with historical locomotive GPS data. As a result, 
runs were broken down into their component parts so that the times associated with 
each part could be identified.  
The second research question is: 
How can we forecast locomotive arrival times by interpreting real-time GPS 
data? 
To address this research question, further software was developed in TOTools 
to integrate real-time GPS data with TOTools run and ACTSS information. As a 
result, locomotive arrival times to different locations in the network throughout a run 
could be determined. 
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To achieve these objectives, the research was divided in 6 stages presented in 
Table 1. 
Table 1 – Stages of the research 
Stage of Research Research  Method 
Stage 1: Literature Review & Data Gathering Literature Review                        Research Planning and Design   
Stage 2: GPS Data Interpretation 
Literature Review                          
GPS Data Analysis                       
Algorithm Development 
Stage 3: GPS Data Reporting Run Activities Analysis                   Report Development 
Stage 4: Testing Trials of new algorithms (Stage 2 and 3) 
Stage 5: Arrival Time Prediction 
Literature Review                           
Research Planning and Design        
Algorithm Development 




Stage 1 – Literature Review & Data Gathering 
The first stage of this project involved determining the current state of 
knowledge. It commenced with a literature review to analyse the usage and 
development of new technologies in the transport sector. It also investigated the 
potential of GPS technology in this area and identified past research in the sugar 
milling industry related to GPS systems and transport management systems. The 
literature review also identified existing approaches and methodologies towards the 
project objectives. 
During the literature review, assistance was sought from Australian sugar 
milling companies who had made progress towards the project objectives. 
Locomotive GPS data from Mackay Sugar, Bundaberg Sugar and Wilmar Sugar 
were collected so that the differences between the formats could be analysed. 
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Stage 2 – GPS Data Interpretation 
Functionality was added to the TOTools system so that TOTools locomotive data 
could be combined with historical GPS data. Locomotive runs were identified in the 
GPS data from start time, start location and locomotive name information. For each 
run, locomotive movements, speed and location information stored in the GPS data 
were interpreted through the ACTSS GPS interface within TOTools. Locomotive 
runs were broken down into run activities such as shunts and start and end of runs 
and were matched with run activity information stored in TOTools.  
 
Stage 3 – GPS Data Reporting 
A series of reports and graphs were developed for run activity analysis. They 
display locomotive run details and summaries based on GPS and TOTools data. The 
summaries show comparisons between run activities for similar runs on different 
days, shunting information based on siding type, driver and number of bins, delay 
times and track and locomotive speeds. They also present details of runs in which 
locomotives exceeded the track speed limit.  Advice from traffic office staff was 
sought at this stage regarding the relevance, format and information the reports 
presented.  
 
Stage 4 - Testing 
Trials of the GPS data processing and reporting system were conducted by 
using GPS data from Mackay Sugar. The first test of the algorithm was performed by 
the author and involved visual comparison of the data displayed in the reports against 
the historical TOTools-GPS data. Since the ACTSS system can replay historical GPS 
data, for a specific ledger day, runs were replayed and run activity details were 
manually recorded. The algorithm then analysed the same runs and reports were 
produced. The results observed were compared against these reports. The same test 
was then repeated against different days and finally against a range of days. The 
testing phase was continued by end users.  Traffic officers from Mackay Sugar 
tracked locomotive GPS data from the 2013 season and analysed the reports to better 
understand locomotive siding arrival time. Stage 4 finished when these results were 
proven to be accurate. 
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Stage 5 – Arrival Time Prediction 
Functionality was added to TOTools to enable locomotive GPS real-time data 
interpretation. A real-time GPS data interface was developed for Mackay Sugar’s 
Track Safe software and planning for the arrival time prediction software 
development was conducted with Mackay Sugar staff. After that, the different 
approaches gathered in the literature review were analysed. Based on this analysis, 
an algorithm was developed to predict arrival time to sidings and mills in real-time 
based on locomotive GPS position and other relevant locomotive information in 
TOTools. To develop the new algorithms/functionalities, GPS data provided by 
Mackay Sugar were used.  
  
Stage 6 - Testing 
Trials of the arrival time prediction algorithm were conducted. Similar to 
stage 4, the new algorithm was firstly tested by the author. This test involved using 
historical TOTools and GPS data from Mackay Sugar to simulate real-time GPS 
data. The new algorithm was tested against different runs. External testing was 
conducted with Mackay Sugar on site using real-time GPS and TOTools data. 
 
3.1.2 Research Design 
The design followed both a qualitative and quantitative approach. Two 
algorithms were developed to combine and analyse historical and real-time 
locomotive GPS data with TOTools information to address the research questions. 
The historical GPS data analysis algorithm followed a qualitative approach. It will 
help traffic officers to gain a better understanding of underlying reasons for 
locomotive run travel times, delays and activity durations (shunt, junction and catch-
point activities). These results will provide insights into locomotive utilisation, 
generating ideas and/or hypotheses to improve existing schedules. 
The real-time GPS data analysis algorithm followed a quantitative approach. 
The results of the algorithm were measured to determine if locomotive arrival time 
could be predicted. This part of the research was finished when the results were 
proven to be accurate. 
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Historical GPS Analysis 
The first part of this research involved analysing historical locomotive GPS 
and TOTools data. Mill staff from Mackay Sugar, Bundaberg Sugar and Wilmar 
Sugar provided historical locomotive GPS data which was replayed in the ACTSS 
system. The run activities in ACTSS were then analysed. 
Six different run activities were observed: start and end of runs, sidings, 
junctions, catch-points and delay activities. It was also observed that even for similar 
runs, the duration of these run activities could vary considerably depending on the 
crew. Some shunt activities had a corresponding record in TOTools so it was also 
possible to relate the duration of a shunt with the number of bins locomotives 
delivered and/or collected. An algorithm was then proposed to combine historical 
locomotive GPS data with TOTools data. Locomotive GPS data would be tracked 
using mill, siding and track location details stored in MapInfo and combined with 
TOTools data. The outcome was to generate a number of reports that would display 
locomotive run utilisation and railway performance for analysis. 
ACTSS Changes 
When designing this algorithm, it was concluded that to improve the accuracy 
of siding and start and end of run activity detection, the representation of sidings and 
mill yards in ACTSS needed to be modified. Changes were then made to ACTSS and 
MapInfo so that sidings and mill yards could be represented as polylines. After this 
modification, the algorithm to analyse historical GPS data was developed. 
Algorithm Design 
The first task of this algorithm was to detect the exact location of the 
locomotive in the railway network. The literature review indicated that the map-
matching algorithm was commonly used to track vehicle position as presented by 
Guo et al. (2007), Zuyun et al. (2008) and Chen et al. (2008). The next step in the 
algorithm design involved the detection of run activities. A similar approach 
presented by Everitt (2004) where run activities are detected based on locomotive 
movements was designed. Once run activities were detected, the next step of the 
algorithm was to summarise run activity details so that relevant transport and shunt 
data could be analysed. Based on feedback from traffic officers and the literature 
review, a total of 15 reports were designed. 
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Locomotive Arrival Time Prediction 
The second part of this research involved investigating how to predict 
locomotive arrival time by integrating TOTools and real-time GPS data. When 
analysing historical TOTools data, it was observed that the destinations of the 
locomotive runs were stored based on the location where locomotives collected 
and/or delivered bins. However these run activities are not sequenced in TOTools. 
As a consequence, when replaying locomotive GPS data it was hard to predict what 
locomotives were going to do next during the run if they were supposed to perform 
many deliveries and collections. To predict locomotive arrival time, the run activities 
stored in TOTools needed to be ordered first and the ACTSS system was again used. 
Ordering Run Activities through ACTSS 
One of the functions of the ACTSS system is to simulate run, mill and 
harvester activities in conjunction with locomotive, mill, siding and harvester 
information stored in TOTools. As one of its outcomes, the ACTSS simulator orders 
run activities defined in TOTools chronologically. For this reason the ACTSS 
simulator was used as part of the new algorithm to order run activities. 
Algorithm Design 
Once run activities were ordered chronologically, the next step of the arrival 
time algorithm was to detect what activity the locomotive has just performed. Similar 
routines developed previously in historical GPS data analysis to detect locomotive 
position and shunt activities were used in the new algorithm. Once the last run 
activity performed was detected, the next step was to determine what activity the 
locomotive was going to perform next.  
The literature indicates that vehicle arrival times can be predicted by 
processing historical travel statistics. This approach was presented by Biagioni et al. 
(2011) and Biem et al. (2010) with accurate results. To predict train arrival time, 
Rosenberg (2009) suggests a system that takes into account the actual position of 
vehicles, their intended stops and typical traffic patterns. However locomotive 
configurations may differ which affects speed and acceleration. It was also observed 
that some track segments were not often utilised by some locomotives. As a result, 
some locomotives wouldn’t produce enough historical data in certain parts of the 
railway network which could lead to inaccurate arrival time predictions. A different 
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approach based on current locomotive position, route and segment speed limits was 
designed. 
To predict locomotive arrival time to its next destination, the algorithm detects 
the current locomotive position in the railway track. It then identifies the route the 
locomotive will travel as the shortest path between the locomotive position and its 
next destination. For each line segment in the route, the algorithm assumes the 
locomotive will travel at the lower of the defined speed for the locomotive and the 
speed limit of the line segment. Based on the locomotive speed and length of each 
line segment, the algorithm then calculates the locomotive travel time. 
 Testing Design 
To test the arrival time algorithm, a new algorithm was designed. This 
algorithm simulates locomotive real-time GPS data based on historical GPS data in 
order to test the algorithm  at a much faster rate than real time. Some of the routines 
implemented in the historical data analysis algorithm were used. The first step of this 
algorithm is to track run activities for a locomotive. This algorithm then triggers the 
arrival time algorithm to output results. These results are then compared against the 
actual arrival times detected in the historical data previously. 
  
3.2 PARTICIPANTS 
Mill staff from Mackay Sugar, Wilmar Sugar, Bundaberg Sugar, Tully, 
Mulgrave and Isis mills participated in Stage 1 by giving feedback on the outcomes 
of this research. 
Mill staff from Mackay Sugar, Wilmar Sugar and Bundaberg Sugar 
participated in Stage 2 of this project by providing up to date TOTools and GPS data 
for testing purposes and by clarifying traffic operations. 
Mill staff from Mackay Sugar participated in Stages 3 and 6 by testing both the 
historical GPS analysis and arrival time algorithms. 
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3.3 INSTRUMENTS 
Geoff Kent interviewed mill staff from Wilmar Sugar, Mackay Sugar and 
Bundaberg Sugar and identified systems already in existence that contained elements 
of use to this work. These systems include:  
• Wilmar Sugar’s RailSafe software 
• SRI’s ACTSS software 
• Mackay Sugar’s TrackSafe software 
• Bundaberg Sugar’s Activity Summary 
The author interviewed mill staff from Wilmar Sugar to better understand the 
algorithm of the Rail Safe system (Jurd & Seldon, 2003) and its GPS interface. The 
author also conducted a similar interview with mill staff from iScape in relation to 
the ‘Track Safe’ system (Markley, Everitt, & Strong, 2012). 
In February 2013 a Traffic Officer Workshop session on this research was 
facilitated by the author and mill staff from Mackay Sugar, Wilmar Sugar, 
Bundaberg Sugar, Tully, Mulgrave and Isis mills participated by giving feedback. 
The author conducted a survey involving a questionnaire in paper format with 41 
participants. Each item in this questionnaire represented a sample report that was 
designed as part of the historical GPS analysis algorithm. This questionnaire also 
allowed participants to give feedback on the outcome of the arrival time prediction 
algorithm (Appendix A).  
 
3.4 PROCEDURE AND TIMELINE 
In Stage 1, the planning of the design of the new system was commenced based 
on the literature review and the software systems utilised at all mills running 
TOTools. At this stage, locomotive GPS and TOTools data from Mackay Sugar, 
Bundaberg Sugar and Wilmar Sugar were collected for testing purposes. The 
Mackay Sugar data was mostly used because of Mackay Sugar’s previous success in 
tracking and representing its railway network accurately in MapInfo. 
In stage 2 the development work of the historical GPS analysis algorithm was 
performed. New routines that track historical locomotive GPS and combine tracked 
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data with TOTools data were added to TOTools. In Stage 3, the historical GPS 
analysis algorithm testing was conducted using several locomotive runs from the 
Mackay Sugar data.  In Stage 4 the algorithm results were tested with a larger range 
of locomotive run data. All GPS and TOTools run data from the 2012 season were 
tested against the new algorithm.  
The testing was followed by a site visit to Mackay Sugar to perform further 
analysis of the results with mill staff. The upgraded TOTools system with the ability 
to analyse the historical GPS data was installed at Mackay Sugar. GPS and TOTools 
locomotive run data from the 2013 season were tracked and the results were analysed 
in the analysis reports. Stage 4 finished when these results were proven to be 
accurate. 
At Stage 5, the arrival time algorithm was developed and added to TOTools. A 
real-time GPS interface and routines that combine this data with current TOTools 
data was added to TOTools. To facilitate this task and the observation of its results, 
historical GPS data analysed during Stages 2 and 3 were again used to simulate real-
time GPS data.  
At Stage 6, the results were tested at QUT and involved the development of an 
algorithm that simulates real-time locomotive GPS data based on historical GPS 
data. The algorithm results were then analysed. 
The duration of each stage is presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 - Research design timeline 
Time Elapsed (3 months study) 3 6 9 12 15 18
Research Process (methodology in sections) 
Stage 1 - Literature Review + Data Gathering
Stage 2 - GPS Data Interpretation 
Stage 3 - GPS Data Reporting
Stage 4 - Testing
Stage 5 - Arrival time prediction
Stage 6 - Testing
 
3.5 ANALYSIS 
The initial analysis of the research was performed by visualising and matching 
GPS and TOTools data through ACTSS. One of the features of the ACTSS system is 
to replay historical locomotive GPS data. Locomotive runs were replayed in ACTSS 
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and, with the assistance of Mackay Sugar traffic officers, run activities based on 
locomotive movement and locations were reported. Some of these activities, such as 
locomotive run start and finish times and bin deliveries and collections were 
recorded in TOTools and could be matched. 
Two runs performed by a locomotive called Gargett for Mackay Sugar’s 
Marian mill in 2012 were selected for analysis. The first run performed only one 
shunt which represented a single delivery of bins. The second run carried out a more 
complex run, performing more than ten shunts which represented the delivery and 
collection of bins from three sidings. These sidings were located on two different 
branches.  Other sidings were used for temporary storage of bins. The first data 
analysis for both the historical GPS data analysis and arrival time prediction 
algorithms were based on these two runs. 
Once the algorithm results accurately matched the activity times determined by 
observation from the GPS records, locomotive GPS and TOTools data for the entire 
2012 and 2013 seasons were used to analyse the results of the historical GPS data 
algorithm. 
Locomotive data from the 2013 season was used to simulate real-time GPS 
data so that the locomotive arrival time prediction algorithm results could be 
analysed. Further analysis of the algorithm results was performed using 2014 real-
time locomotive GPS data and current TOTools data. This step involved a site visit 
to Mackay Sugar by the author to set up the new TOTools system and arrival time 
algorithm. After that, the analysis continued at QUT, where further 2014 locomotive 
real-time GPS and TOTools data was processed. Algorithm results were displayed to 
end-users at the mill and feedback was collected to improve the usability of the new 
algorithm. 
 
3.6 ETHICS AND LIMITATIONS 
The project does not involve the participation of human subjects, the scientific 
use of animals in research or dealings with genetically modified organisms and bio-
safety materials. 
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Chapter 4: Historical GPS Data Analysis 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the development and testing of an algorithm that 
addressed the first question of this research: 
How can we improve our understanding of locomotive time utilisation and 
railway system efficiency by integrating run activity data from TOTools with 
historical GPS data? 
This chapter is divided into 12 sections. Section  4.2 describes how locomotive 
run data was analysed to identify the characteristics of the various run activities. In 
Section  4.3, changes made to the ACTSS software are described.  ACTSS is used in 
the historical GPS analysis algorithm to identify track locations.  The changes were 
made to improve the accuracy of the track locations so that GPS locations could be 
more readily identified. Section  4.4 presents an overview of the historical GPS 
analysis algorithm.  The details of each step in the algorithm are presented in 
sections  4.5 to  4.8. Section  4.9 describes the reports developed to summarise 
locomotive time utilisation and railway system efficiency. Section  4.10 describes the 
tests that were performed on the software and reports the identified benefits in terms 
of improving understanding of locomotive time utilisation and railway system 
efficiency. After the completion of the algorithm and the author’s testing, Mackay 
Sugar’s locomotive GPS data from an entire season were processed and used for data 
analysis. The observations from this testing are presented in section  4.11. 
Section  4.12 concludes the chapter. 
 
4.2 LOCOMOTIVE GPS DATA OBSERVATION 
To better understand the type and characteristics of run activities, TOTools and 
locomotive GPS data from Mackay Sugar and Wilmar Sugar were analysed. 
Firstly locomotive run activities stored in TOTools were identified for different 
ledger days (Section  1.1.3). The corresponding locomotive GPS data for these ledger 
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days were then replayed in the ACTSS software (Penridge, 1989). A screen shot of 
the GPS data replayed is shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5 - GPS data replay in ACTSS 
 
With the assistance of traffic officers, based on locomotive movements and 
locations, different categories of run activities were identified when replaying GPS 
data. The categories are: 
1) Run start time: The time the locomotive left the location where the run 
starts 
2) Run finish time: The time the locomotive arrived at the location where the 
run finishes 
3) Shunting activity: When the locomotive performs a shunt in a siding. This 
activity could occur when the locomotive: 
a. delivers bins and/or collects bins.  
b. stops to wait for other locomotive(s) to pass. 
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4) Junction activity: When the locomotive performs a shunt or stops close to a 
junction 
5) Catch-point activity: When the locomotive stops close to catch-points. 
 
Each run activity stored in TOTools was then matched with its corresponding 
run activity identified in the GPS data. This task helped to understand what activities 
could be tracked and which ones could be matched with run information stored in 
TOTools. 
 
4.3 THE ACTSS ALGORITHM 
SRI’s ACTSS schedule checking software (Penridge, 1989) already makes use 
of a map of the railway network that is compatible with GPS information.  This map 
was used as the foundation for my new algorithm. 
The map is stored in the MapInfo GIS system.  ACTSS requires three MapInfo 
TAB files: ‘Sidings.TAB’, ‘Mills.TAB’ and ‘Network.TAB’. ‘Mills.TAB’ and 
‘Sidings.TAB’ are used to store mills and sidings as points whereas the 
‘Network.TAB’ file is used to store the full rail network as a set of polylines. Figure 
6 shows an example of the railway information stored in the three MapInfo TAB 
files from Kalamia Mill (Wilmar Sugar). 
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Figure 6 - Example of the railway network representation in MapInfo 
 
The location of the mill is represented by a green icon.  Purple dots represent 
the location of sidings.  Railway tracks are represented by polylines.  
For ACTSS’ primary purpose of simulating the schedule, the specific position 
of the points representing the sidings and mills is not particularly important as an 
error of several hundred metres does not significantly affect travel times. When 
analysing GPS data, however, it is important to know precisely which track the 
locomotive is on. If a locomotive is hauling a large number of bins during a shunting 
operation the locomotive GPS position may appear hundreds of metres from a siding 
point, making it difficult to correctly interpret the locomotive activities. To address 
this issue ACTSS has been upgraded to provide a better representation of sidings and 
mills. 
 
4.3.1 Siding representation 
I modified ACTSS as part of this research so that sidings could be represented 
as polylines like the railway track rather than points.  While this new configuration 
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has been made optional for the purpose of using ACTSS, it is essential for the use of 
my new algorithm.   
ACTSS already had an optional table called ‘GPSSidings’ which was used as 
an extra layer when replaying GPS data to better represent the physical track 
structure by storing the sidings as polylines.  This table was previously used for 
display purposes only. 
While the modifications to ACTSS are of benefit for the GPS functionality, 
ACTSS still needs to determine travel times based on distance between single 
coordinate points for simulation purposes. When replacing point coordinates by 
polylines, ACTSS has to choose between the various coordinate points of the 
polyline as a unique siding or mill location. The intersection point between the rail 
network and siding or mill yard track was chosen to be the location for simulation 
purposes. An example of a siding location is shown in Figure 7 where the specific 
point is shown as a red dot. 
  
Figure 7 - Example of new siding location 
 
Where there are more than one intersection points between a specific siding 
and the rail network, ACTSS chooses the furthest intersection point from the mill 
(Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 - Example of new siding location with 2 intersection points 
 
4.3.2 Mill Yard representation 
Similar to sidings, mills have also traditionally been represented as point 
objects in MapInfo. However, following the same concept as sidings, mill yard areas 
can now also be represented as polylines for use with my new software. The main 
purpose of properly modelling the mill yard is for detection of start and end time of 
runs. 
Using the polyline representation of a mill yard to track start and end times of a 
run was found to be unnecessarily time-consuming since each GPS locomotive 
position had to be matched to the network and checked if the network segment was 
defined as a mill yard. Rather than this approach, the adopted approach was to 
represent the mill yard areas as polygons using an algorithm similar to the one 
presented by Microsoft (2006). The algorithm simply calculates if each GPS position 
is inside the region bounded by the mill area polygon. A flow chart of the algorithm 
to identify start and end times of runs is presented in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 - Flowchart of the algorithm to detect start and end times from the GPS data 
 
After its development, my new algorithm was shown to improve processing 
duration when tracking run start and finish times. The processing time results 
between these two algorithms are displayed in Table 3 for two sets of data. 
Table 3 - Algorithm to identify start and end times for locomotive runs 
Number of mills 1 3 
Number of days 1 2 
Number of 
locomotives 1 15 
Processing time 
(polylines approach) 16 seconds 15 minutes 
Processing time 
(polygon approach) 2 seconds 1.5 minutes 
 
 
Another benefit of the polygon approach is that inserting and changing regions 
in MapInfo is a much easier task than inserting and changing polylines because mill 
yard areas commonly have a very large number of polylines to represent the many 
lines used for storage of bins and locomotives.  
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As a third benefit, the polygon concept is much easier to understand since 
starting and finishing a run simply involves crossing the polygon boundary.  
Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate the differences between a mill yard displayed 
as polylines and a mill yard displayed as a polygon. 
  
 
4.4 ALGORITHM SUMMARY 
After the modifications to the ACTSS code, I implemented an algorithm to 
analyse historical locomotive GPS data. It executes four main steps: 
1- Interpret locomotive GPS information. Almost all sugar milling 
companies have different GPS systems which means that the GPS data 
format usually differs. Before reading GPS data, the algorithm checks the 
data format. Based on the format, a customised routine is run to convert 
this data into a binary file format. This structure facilitates the processing 
of GPS data since the remainder of the algorithm has to interpret only one 
type of data. 
2- Match locomotive GPS data with TOTools locomotive run 
information. The algorithm loads up siding, mill yard and railway track 
information from MapInfo into memory to detect locomotive positions 
from locomotive GPS data. It then tracks when each locomotive left or 
entered mill yard areas to determine run start and finish times. This 
information is then compared with locomotive run start times stored in 
 
Figure 10 - Mill yard represented by 
polylines 
 
Figure 11 - Mill yard represented by a 
polygon 
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TOTools.  If the algorithm identifies that a run detected in the GPS data 
and a run in the TOTools run data started at the same mill at approximately 
the same time, it then matches these two data sources as one run. 
3- Track run activities for each matched TOTools-GPS run. Based on 
locomotive movements close to junctions, catch-points and sidings, the 
algorithm creates and stores run activities against each matched run. If a 
particular activity is defined as a ‘shunt’, which means that the locomotive 
delivered or collected bins in a siding, it then searches for its corresponding 
shunt activity in TOTools. If successful, the algorithm assigns the number 
of bins stored in TOTools to this activity. 
4- Save results in the database (optional). When processing a large amount 
of data, such as an entire season, the algorithm could take up to 3 days to 
finish the operation depending on the complexity of the railway structure. 
To save users from processing the same set of GPS data, the new system 
allows the results to be stored in the TOTools database. 
 
4.5 INTERPRETING LOCOMOTIVE GPS INFORMATION 
When analysing locomotive runs, users have to specify a time period in days in 
which to identify runs.  Runs need to be identified in both TOTools and GPS records. 
Within the TOTools records, any run that actually started or was scheduled to start 
(also called ‘Actual’ and ‘Schedule’ start times) between the selected start and end 
dates is selected from the database.   
Within the GPS records, selection of data is not as straight forward. At the 
mills historical GPS data is saved automatically in different file formats such as 
CSV, zip or inside SQL tables depending on the GPS system that is being used. At 
most mills, a single GPS file contains a period of one day, usually from midnight to 
midnight and will include GPS data from different locomotives in the same file. 
I developed a routine as part of this research to convert the different types of 
GPS data to a unique file format. This structure facilitates the processing of GPS data 
since the remainder of the algorithm needs to interpret only one type of data. 
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4.5.1 Converting and Reading GPS Files Using ACTSS 
There were some routines already in ACTSS used to interpret GPS data from a 
range of GPS systems. These routines are used when mill staff want to replay 
historical locomotive GPS data. 
After implementing this function and running tests with different time periods, 
I noticed that the system would convert GPS data to a single binary file for one 
single locomotive for a short number of days efficiently. When tracking a week of 
data, the system took around 1 minute to convert the required GPS files for one 
locomotive into a single binary file. When tracking a whole season, this routine took 
approximately 5 minutes for one locomotive. 
To avoid long waiting periods when tracking data for multiple locomotives it 
was decided that instead of converting GPS files each time different GPS data is 
tracked, this system should include a new ‘Map’ function that would convert all the 
GPS files into multiple binary files organised by locomotive. This function speeds up 
the entire tracking process since all GPS files are converted into binary files 
beforehand. 
 
4.5.2 Mapping Algorithm  
Mills have a different schedule for each season and it was determined that the 
algorithm results shouldn’t be mixed between seasons. This approach allowed 
locomotive run activity and railway system efficiency information to be compared 
between different seasons. For this reason I also decided that the ‘Mapping’ function 
would generate a binary file for each locomotive and for each season separately. 
At the start of the routine, this function utilised existing ACTSS routines as 
explained in Section  4.5.1. It first opened and read the start and end date of each GPS 
file. Since season dates are defined in TOTools, based on the start and end day of 
each season this function combined all the relevant GPS files for a specific season 
into a temporary GPS file and finally converted it into binary files. At the end of this 
operation, each season has its corresponding folder where binary files for each 
locomotive are stored separately. 
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To easily identify what dates and locomotives were tracked, for each season 
this function also creates and writes in a text file the dates and locomotives tracked. 
This text file is also saved in its corresponding season folder. 
An example of the data is displayed in Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12 - Example of the files generated after running ‘mapping’ algorithm 
 
4.6 MATCHING TOTOOLS AND GPS RUNS 
Firstly the algorithm searches for all different locomotives in the GPS file. For 
each different locomotive, the algorithm searches for the corresponding locomotive 
in TOTools. For each matched locomotive between the TOTools and GPS data, the 
algorithm then starts identifying run start and finish times.  
The algorithm was developed to match runs that start and end in the mill yard.  
While most runs do meet this criteria, there are some runs that start at other locations 
(such as a remote depot) that are not catered for. Based on mill yards defined as 
polygons in MapInfo, the algorithm simply detects whether the GPS locomotive 
position is inside or outside the mill yard area in chronological order. If a GPS point 
indicates that the locomotive is inside a mill region (polygon) and then the next GPS 
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point indicates the same locomotive is outside the same mill area, the algorithm 
detects it as ‘Start of a new run’. Following the same concept, if a GPS point 
indicates a locomotive is outside a mill region and then the next GPS point indicates 
the locomotive is inside any mill region, the algorithms recognises it as ‘End of the 
run’. The steps of the algorithm are summarised below: 
 
        millStartOfNextRun = Nothing 
        firstInteraction = True 
        locoInYardNow = False 
        locoInYardBefore = False 
 
        Loop Until End of GPS file 
 
        If FirstInteraction Then 
            Mill = GetMillCurrentLocoPosition(locoX, locoY) 
            If Mill Then 
                locoInYardBefore = True 
                millStartOfRun = Mill 
            End If 
        Else 
 
            Mill = GetMillCurrentLocoPosition (locoX, locoY) 
            If Mill Then 
                locoInYardNow = True 
            Else 
                locoInYardNow = False 
            End If 
 
            ' locomotive arrived at the mill 
            If locoInYardNow And Not locoInYardBefore Then 
 
                lastRunObj.FinishTime = currentTime 
                millStartOfNextRun = Mill 
                locoInYardBefore = True 
 
                ' locomotive left the mill 
            ElseIf Not locoInYardNow And locoInYardBefore Then 
 
                CreateRunObj(millStartOfNextRun, currentTime) 
                locoInYardBefore = False 
 
            End If 
 
        End If 
 
        end loop GPS file 
 
Once the start and end times of all runs are processed from the GPS file, the 
algorithm then compares each locomotive run against run information stored in 
TOTools. When comparing a GPS run to a TOTools run, the algorithm firstly checks 
if the locomotives are the same based on locomotive name and then it checks if they 
start at approximately the same time and point in the network. In most cases, there 
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will be a time difference between the GPS and TOTools run start times since run 
start information is entered manually in TOTools. 
To determine a suitable maximum time difference between GPS and TOTools 
run start times in order to identify runs as matching, the algorithm was tested with 
data from Marian and Plane Creek mills. A summary of the data used for analysis is 
presented in Table 4. 
Table 4 - TOTools locomotive runs used to determine maximum time difference for 
matching algorithm 
 
Season Locomotives Total number of runs 
Plane 
Creek 2011 8 1293 
Marian 2013 21 7844 
 
I trialled time differences from 30 min to 1 hour and 45 minutes in intervals of 
15 minutes. For each time difference, the total number of runs matched was 
collected. The results of the trials are shown in Table 5. 
Table 5 - Number of matched locomotive runs for different time difference criteria 
 






1h 45min 624 48% 4092 52% 
1h 30min 576 45% 3777 48% 
1h 15min 525 41% 3477 44% 
1h 448 35% 3138 40% 
45 min 385 30% 2782 35% 
30 min 276 21% 2331 30% 
 
 The number of runs matched increased about 5% for each time difference 
increase of 15 minutes but still only reached about 50% after 105 minutes.    
To identify the reason why the percentages of runs matched were lower than 
50% for most of the tests, I analysed locomotive GPS data of unmatched runs. It was 
observed that it was caused by: 
1) Run start point not correctly set in TOTools. 
2) Large time difference between GPS and TOTools run start times. It was 
observed that it could be greater than 2 hours in some cases. Since some 
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runs last less than 2 hours, increasing this time interval could cause the 
algorithm to match runs incorrectly. It was decided to set the time 
difference in the algorithm to 75 minutes so that the algorithm wouldn’t 
match runs incorrectly. 
These issues were discussed with mill staff from both Marian and Plane Creek 
mills. Traffic officers commented that a greater effort will be made in future to set 
correct run start points and more realistic times when runs are commenced in 
TOTools to increase the accuracy of the algorithm. 
 
4.7 TRACKING RUN ACTIVITIES 
Once the algorithm matches the GPS runs with TOTools runs, it then tracks the 
run activities performed by each matched run. The types of activities tracked are 
shunt, junction and catch-point activities. 
 
4.7.1 Pre-processing 
The pre-processing algorithm first detects all the shunts for the entire run from 
the GPS data without considering the number of bins or the sidings where they occur. 
The algorithm then analyses bin activities recorded in TOTools to link detected 
shunts with bin activities. 
 
4.7.2 Locomotive activity detection 
The pre-processing algorithm is based on the ACTSS algorithm (Everitt, 2004) 
which checks if a locomotive has stopped or reversed. Once one of these events is 
detected, the algorithm determines that the shunt is finished when it moves away 
from the initial shunt or stop position. Unlike the ACTSS algorithm (Everitt, 2004), 
my pre-processing algorithm doesn’t rely on the number of bins to detect the end of 
shunts. It detects the end of a shunt based on a predetermined distance (500 m) 
between the last position where the locomotive was shunting and the current 
locomotive position. The algorithm then creates in memory a ‘Locomotive Activity’ 
object defined by the start and end time for the shunt.  The details are described 
below. 
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Predetermined distance 
The algorithm identifies the end of a shunt when it detects that the locomotive 
has moved away from the siding where the shunt occurred. When developing this 
algorithm, I observed that across the mills: 
o Bin types vary in shape, length and capacity. The length of bins 
varies from 3 to 9 metres. 
o Locomotive capacity varies and some can haul up to 200 bins. 
These values indicate that the total train length varies and could reach more 
than one kilometre. Traffic officers from several mills have indicated that trains are 
rarely of this length. Long trains are difficult to manage.  At crossings where the rail 
network and roads meet, a long train could increase road delays significantly. It was 
also reported that due to safety procedures the locomotive crew is instructed to leave 
part of the bin rake in junctions or on the main line when shunting a large number of 
bins. Based on this information, I discussed the value of the predetermined distance 
with mill staff. It was concluded that, in most circumstances, a locomotive that is 500 
m away from a siding can be assumed to have finished shunting. 
 
Pre-processing algorithm details 
After the start of the run when the locomotive stops or changes its direction by 
more than 90 degrees, the algorithm starts recording the shunt operation and stores 
the actual locomotive position as initial shunt position, along with the shunt start 
time and shunt finish time. For each following locomotive position, the algorithm 
checks if the locomotive reverses, stops or moves away from the initial shunt 
position. If the locomotive reverses or stops again, the initial shunt position is reset to 
the current locomotive position and the shunt finish time is reset to the current time. 
If the locomotive moves away without reversing, the algorithm calculates the 
distance between the initial shunt position and the current locomotive position. If the 
distance is shorter than 500 m, the algorithm just stores this distance. If the 
locomotive is moving away, this distance will keep increasing and when the distance 
between the current locomotive position and the initial shunt position is larger than 
500 m, the algorithm determines that the shunt has finished and creates a 
‘Locomotive Activity’ object based on shunt start time and shunt finish time. 
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While detecting the shunt operations, the algorithm also records the locomotive 
speed between the shunt start time and shunt finish time. If the speed is greater than 
zero at any time, the activity type of the ‘Locomotive Activity’ object is set as a 
shunt. If not, the activity type is set as a delay which could represent a meal break or 
the locomotive waiting for another locomotive to pass. Finally, the algorithm creates 
a ‘Locomotive Activity’ object based on the shunt start time, shunt finish time and 
also on activity type. The details of the algorithm are shown below: 
 
Do 
' ############# LOCOMOTIVE STOPPED ############ 
If LocoSpeed = 0 Then 
 
If Not recordingShunt Then 
 
        ' start reading data because it may be a shunt 
               recordingShunt = True 
               locoOnlyStopped = True 
               activityStTime = CurrentTimeOfGPS 
               
              End If 
 
' update our variables 
       distanceTravelled = 0  
shuntPositionPnt = CurrentLocoPositionGPS 
 
 
       ' ############## LOCOMOTIVE REVERSED ########## 
       ElseIf .LocoAngleReversed(intLoco) Then 
               
              If Not recordingShunt Then 
 
' start reading data because it may be a shunt 
                     recordingShunt = True 
                     locoOnlyStopped = False 




             ' update our variables 
             distanceTravelled = 0 




       ' ########## LOCOMOTIVE DIDN'T STOP OR REVERSE ####### 
       Else 
 
        ' If we are recoding a 'shunt', check if it is finished 
              If recordingShunt Then 
 
              currentPnt = CurrentLocoPositionGPS 
              previousPnt = previousLocoPositionGPS 
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                  ' Update the distance travelled by each gps point 
                  If shuntPositionPnt IsNot Nothing Then 
                      distanceTravelled += DistanceBetween(currentPnt, 
                                                           previousPnt)                                 
    End If 
 
                  ' We moved far away from our initial shunting location, so  
                  ' it must be finished 
                  If distanceTravelled > 500 Then 
 
                   ' Create and store this new locomotive activity 
                   CreateNew LocoActivity(activityStTime,  
                                                activityStTimeLng, 
                                                locoOnlyStopped) 
 
                   shuntActivitiesList.Add(newActivity) 
 
                   ' reset our variables so that we can record a new  
                         ' shunt 
                   recordingShunt = False 
                   distanceTravelled = 0 
 
                   End If 
 
           End If 
 
    End If 
 
Loop Until EndOfGPSFile 
 
4.7.3 Setting unique shunting location 
When looping through the GPS data, the pre-processing algorithm finishes 
when it reaches the time that represents the end of the run. At this point, the 
algorithm has a list of ‘Locomotive Activity’ objects and is now able to determine 
where each shunt occurred. Finally the algorithm links bin activities recorded in 
TOTools to their corresponding shunts (or ‘Locomotive Activity’ objects). The steps 
of this algorithm are described below: 
1- Once the end of run is reached, the algorithm checks for each ‘Locomotive 
Activity’ object all possible sidings where it could have occurred. Firstly it 
moves the GPS file back to the start of the shunt and then loops through the 
GPS data until the end of the shunt, detecting sidings that are nearby based 
on locomotive position and the GPS error (typically 5 m). All the sidings 
found (if any) are stored against the ‘Locomotive Activity’ object. 
2- Merge ‘Locomotive Activity’ objects that were detected separately in the 
pre-processing operation. This merging accounts for unusual events where 
the 500 m limit is not sufficient. For example on one occasion, a 
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locomotive shunted in a siding, went back to the main line and stopped at 
some point further than 500 m from the siding. After that, it went back to 
the same siding and shunted again before continuing the run. With the 
assistance of traffic officers, it was understood that in fact the locomotive 
stopped on the main line before shunting in order to leave empty bins, went 
to the siding to move existing full bins to another line within the siding and 
then went back to the main line to collect the empty bins. Once the 
locomotive collected these empty bins, it went back to the siding, left the 
empty bins on the line where the full bins had previously been and then 
collected the full bins from the other line before continuing the run. Even 
though the algorithm split this shunt into two or more activities (due to the 
500 m distance), traffic officers reported that the whole set of activities was 
one shunt.   
To decide on ‘Locomotive Activity’ objects to merge, the algorithm 
compares all consecutive shunts and merges the shunts that occur within a 
short time interval at the same location. 
To set the time interval, 2013 season GPS data from Cedars locomotive at 
Farleigh Mill were used. The time interval was increased from 1 to 13 
minutes and, for each time interval, locomotive GPS data was tracked and 
the number of shunts that were merged was then recorded. The summary is 
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The majority of consecutive shunts that were merged occurred under 10 
minutes apart. There will be occasions where shunts that are more than 10 
minutes apart could be merged (at the 13 minutes mark for example). 
However this type of data rarely occurs and should be considered as an 
outlier. It is also important to highlight that merging consecutive shunts that 
are too far apart (more than 10 minutes) could cause the algorithm to merge 
shunts incorrectly. In this situation, it is important to prevent the algorithm 
from merging two consecutive shunts that represent two distinct bin 
activities.  
3- Determine a unique siding location for each ‘Locomotive Activity’ object. 
The algorithm firstly checks how many items the siding list contains. If 
there is none, no siding is assigned to this ‘Locomotive Activity’ object. If 
there is one, the algorithm assigns this siding to this ‘Locomotive Activity’ 
object. If there is more than one, the algorithm firstly removes the sidings 
with no corresponding siding in TOTools and then if there is only one 
siding remaining, the algorithm assigns this siding to this ‘Locomotive 
Activity’. If there is still more than one siding remaining in this list, the 
algorithm then compares each bin activity for the run recorded in TOTools 
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against these sidings and keeps only the ones with delivery or collection of 
bins. Again, if one siding is found the algorithm determines this siding as 
the unique shunting location. If there is still more than one siding 
remaining, these shunts are then merged.  
4- The last step is to assign bin activities from TOTools to the corresponding 
‘Locomotive Activity’ objects. The first task of this algorithm is to get 
from the TOTools data all the sidings serviced by this run (i.e. sidings with 
run activities). For each siding found, a counter is set: 
At least one delivery but no collection of bins => counter = 1 
At least one collection but no delivery of bins => counter = 1 
At least one delivery and one collection of bins => counter = 2 
Note that TOTools allows a single run to have more than one delivery and 
collection to a siding. This situation occurs when there are two or more harvesters 
using the same siding or when two bin types are in use. Even though in TOTools 
there may be two or more deliveries or collections, the locomotive may perform only 
one shunting operation. For this reason, the algorithm only counts one delivery or 
collection when setting the counter variable. 
Once the counter is defined from a serviced siding, the algorithm gets the 
number of ‘Locomotive Activity’ objects that has this siding as shunting location. If 
the number of shunts and the counter is 1, the algorithm assigns all run activities to 
this shunt. If the number of shunts and the counter is 2, it is assumed that the 
locomotive first delivered empty bins to this siding and then on the way back to the 
mill it collected full bins. The algorithm then assigns all delivery activities to the 
earlier shunt and all the collection activities to the later shunt. If the number of shunts 
is 1 and the counter is 2, it is assumed that the locomotive delivered and collected 
bins at the same time. In this case the algorithm assigns both delivery and collection 
activities to this shunt. 
However if the number of shunts is higher than the counter, either an extra 
shunt was performed which indicates that the bin activity information in TOTools 
was not entered correctly or a delivery or collection of bins was done in two distinct 
shunt operations. Since the algorithm cannot identify the number of bins for each 
shunt with great accuracy, the algorithm allocates the delivery of bins (if any) to the 
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earliest shunt and the collection of bins (if any) to the latest shunt. The algorithm also 
tags these shunts (in the ‘Locomotive Activity’ objects) as ‘undetermined’ so that the 
reports (Section  4.9) can handle these shunts differently when displaying the data for 
this run. 
If there are shunts detected for this run but the counter is 0, it is assumed that 
the locomotive shunted in a siding but no record of this operation was entered in 
TOTools. From discussions with traffic officers from several mills it was identified 
that locomotives sometimes use loops or empty sidings as a temporary place to store 
bins. In some mills where there is less emphasis on keeping TOTools up to date, bins 
may have been delivered or collected even though there is no record in TOTools. 
This situation usually occurs in the evening when locomotive drivers are instructed 
to collect any full bins left on the way back to the mill. Since the number of these full 
bins is usually small, records of these activities are not always made in TOTools. 
Even though the algorithm cannot assign an accurate number of bins to these shunts, 
the algorithm still stores this information so that it can be displayed on locomotive 
run reports since these shunts are still part of the locomotive run. 
Finally, if the number of shunts is 0 but the counter number is 1 or 2, it is 
assumed that a locomotive didn’t shunt where it was initially planned.  
 
Matching TOTools run activities results 
To test the accuracy of the routine that matches shunt activities between the 
GPS and TOTools data, GPS data for the 2013 season from 16 Mackay Sugar 
locomotives were tracked. The number of matched GPS-TOTools run activities for 
tracked runs was then determined. The results are shown in Table 7. 
 






Table 7 - Matched activities results 
Locomotive Matched activities 




Miclere 0 58 0% 
Farleigh 2027 2514 81% 
Calen 1181 1748 68% 
Seaforth 0 31 0% 
Mia Mia 1711 2132 80% 
Victoria Plains 24 491 5% 
Boongana 1324 1876 71% 
Pinnacle 8 55 15% 
Basset 701 955 73% 
Narpi 2367 2677 88% 
Gargett 615 938 66% 
Charlton 292 927 31% 
Habana 667 1539 43% 
Balmoral 524 992 53% 
Lacy 620 1045 59% 
Palms 0 46 0% 
 TOTAL 12061 18024 67% 
 
Table 7 shows that about two-thirds of all run activities were matched. For 
locomotive runs that had a large number of run activities defined in TOTools, the 
algorithm performed better. 
 
4.7.4 Run activity in Junctions and Catch-points 
Catch-points and junctions are two other track features where locomotives undertake 
specific actions.  Even though these junction and catch-point activities do not directly 
involve the delivery or collection of bins, they are necessary activities that cause 
delays in runs and, as such, need to be tracked and analysed as part of the entire run. 
To track these activities, the concept of ‘nodes’ defined in MapInfo was used. 
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Nodes in MapInfo 
In MapInfo, nodes are used to define the shape of polylines or polygons. They 
are also used to ‘snap’ or join objects together. They are used for example to snap a 
point to a polyline or to join two polyline objects together. To add a point object to a 
polyline in MapInfo, a node has to be created on the polyline first. After that the 
point object can be snapped. The steps are shown in Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15 
and Figure 16.  
 
 
Figure 13 - Snapping a point object to a polyline – Original representation  
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Figure 14 - Snapping a point object to a polyline – Location of new point object 
 
 
Figure 15 - Snapping a point object to a polyline – Step 1 
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Figure 16 - Snapping a point object to a polyline – Step 2 
 
To join two polylines together, it is necessary to create a node on the polyline 
first. After that it is necessary to create a polyline and then snap the end of this 
polyline to another one. The steps are shown in Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19 and 
Figure 20. 
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Figure 17 - Snapping two polylines together – Original representation 
 
 
Figure 18 - Snapping two polylines together – Location of new polyline 
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Figure 19 - Snapping two polylines together – Step 1 
 
 
Figure 20 - Snapping two polylines together – Step 2 
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Catch-points activities  
Catch-points represent the crossing between the rail tracks of different rail 
systems. In the railway network of Mackay Sugar for example, there is a ‘catch-
point’ between the railway line utilised by Mackay Sugar locomotives and the 
railway line utilised by Queensland Rail trains. Locomotives always perform the 
same sequence of actions when passing ‘catch-points’. Since Queensland Rail 
locomotives/trains have crossing priority over mill locomotives, a mill locomotive 
will always stop before the crossing and require an assistant to manually close the 
catch-points so that the train can pass through. In Figure 21, the locomotive stops in 
position 6 so that the assistant can close the catch-points.  After the train has crossed 
to position 8, the locomotive has to stop again and wait for the assistant to cross the 
tracks and return to the locomotive. 
 
Figure 21 - Example of the GPS data from a locomotive crossing a ‘catch-point’ 
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Algorithm to detect catch-point activity 
Before the catch-point operation could be recognised it was necessary to 
identify the catch-point locations on the track map.  To achieve that, a point object 
used to represent a ‘catch-point’ was added to its corresponding location in the 
Network table in MapInfo.  
To recognise catch-point operations I developed the following algorithm in the 
run-analysis software in TOTools: 
 
' Loop through each run activity 
For Each runActivityTracked In allRunActivitiesTracked 
 
    ' If the locomotive didn't reverse and didn't stopped only once during 
    ' this activity, this could be a 'Catch Point' activity 
    If Not LocoReversed AndAlso Not LocoStoppedOnlyOnce Then 
 
        ' Get the segment where this shunt started 
        uniqueSegLineStart = GetUniqueSegmentLine(LocoPositionX,  
          LocoPositionY) 
 
        ' Get the segment where this shunt finished 
        uniqueSegLineFinish = GetUniqueSegmentLine(LocoPositionX,  
          LocoPositionY) 
 
        ' Get the nodes in between 
        nodePntsInBetween = GetNodesBetweenPath(uniqueSegLineStart,  
       uniqueSegLineFinish) 
 
        ' Check if there is a ‘Catch Point’ within the path 
        For Each nodePnt In nodePntsInBetween 
         If nodePnt.IsCatchPoint Then 
 
     ' ‘Catch Point’ detected 
                   runActivityTracked.IsCatchPnt = True 
 
              End If 
        Next 
 
 




Junction activities are far more complex than ‘catch-points’ activities. Even if a 
locomotive is not dropping off or collecting bins, a locomotive may stop at junctions 
two times or more for the assistant to change the points and possibly to return them 
to their original setting. In simpler cases the locomotive may stop only once to leave 
bins or change the points. In addition, where locomotives are delivering or collecting 
bins from sidings in different branches, locomotives usually stop close to the junction 
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to drop off or collect bins. Differently from ‘catch-points’ activities, junction 
activities will involve different actions from the locomotive crew depending on the 
run activities in subsequent branches. To be able to track these different operations, 
junction operations were divided into two categories: single-stop and multiple-stop 
junction operations. 
 
Single-Stop Junction Activity 
This category represents simpler junction activities where the locomotive stops 
only once near a junction before continuing the run. These activities are detected in a 
similar way to catch-points and are treated differently to the more complex junction 
operations.  There are two scenarios for this kind of operations. The first one is when 
the locomotive stops to allow the assistant to manually change the points in the 
railway track.  The second one is when the locomotive that is servicing both branches 
leaves some bins behind for the second branch. The diagram in Figure 22 represents 
these operations. 
 
Figure 22 - Locomotive leaves bins before crossing junction 
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It is often not necessary to reset the point position after crossing a junction and 
in these circumstances there is no second stop on the other side of the junction. 
 
Multiple-Stop Junction Activities 
This category represents more complex junction activities where the 
locomotive stops and/or reverses multiple times at the junction. There are a large 
number of scenarios represented in these operations. One of the scenarios is depicted 
in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23 - Locomotive leaves and collects bins around junctions 
 
This scenario represents a locomotive stopping, crossing and reversing near a 
junction. In this case it could represent a locomotive leaving full bins just before 
crossing the junction (position 5) from Branch A. After crossing, this locomotive 
collects empty bins left close to this junction previously (position 8) and finally 
continues the run towards Branch B. 
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In this example positions 5 and 8 could also represent a locomotive travelling 
from Branch A to Branch B and waiting for the assistant to change point positions. 
This case would normally occur after the scenario represented in Figure 22. 
Another complex junction activity is represented in Figure 24 where a 
locomotive stops and reverses many times close to a junction. 
 
Figure 24 - Locomotive leaves and collects bins around junctions 
 
The scenario in Figure 24 could represent for example a locomotive stopping 
just before the junction to allow the assistant to change the point position so that the 
locomotive can cross it (position 5). After crossing, this locomotive reverses to 
branch A to collect full bins left previously (position 10). Finally, the locomotive 
continues the run towards the bottom of the figure. 
 
Algorithm to detect junction activity 
To be able to track all the possible scenarios, I developed two algorithms. 
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Algorithm 1: single-stop junction activity 
The first algorithm tracks simpler ‘junction activities’ where locomotives stop 
near junctions and don’t reverse. The pseudo-code is presented below: 
' Loop through each run activity 
For Each runActivityTracked In allRunActivitiesTracked 
 
 
' If the locomotive only stopped in this run activity and this is not a  
' 'Catch point' run activity, we may check it for a 'junction activity' 
       If runActivity.LocoOnlyStopped And Not runActivity.IsCatchPnt Then 
 
            ' Get the segment where this shunt started 
            uniqueSegLineStart = GetUniqueSegmentLine(LocoPositionX,  
             LocoPositionY) 
 
            ' We loop forwards first 
            junctionFound = JunctionActivityForwardBackward(True,  
        uniqueSegLineStart) 
 
            ' If we didn't find a junction looping forwards, we loop backwards 
            If Not junctionFound Then 
                junctionFound = JunctionActivityForwardBackward(False,  
          uniqueSegLineStart) 
            End If 
 
 
            If junctionFound Then 
  
     ' ‘Junction activity’ detected 
                   runActivityTracked.JunctionActivity = True 
               
            End If 
 





' Function used to check if the locomotive already passed a junction BEFORE   
' the START of an activity OR if a locomotive will pass a junction AFTER the  
' END of  an activity 
Function JunctionActivityForwardBackward(ByVal loopForward As Boolean, _ 
                           ByVal uniqueSegLineStart As SegmentLine) As        
  Boolean 
 
distanceTravelled = 0 
 
Do 
        
If loopForward Then 
MoveGPSDataOneStepForward 
              Else 
MoveGPSDataOneStepBackward 
              End If 
 
' Get current X,Y position and update the distance travelled    
' from the previous point 
              currentPosition = (currentLocoPositionX, currentLocoPositionY) 
              previousPosition = (previousLocoPositionX,previousLocoPositionY) 
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distanceTravelled = distanceTravelled + _    
                    DistanceBetween(currentPosition, 
  previousPosition) 
 
              ' If the locomotive moved away from its previous position by    
  ' 150... 
              If distanceTravelled > 150 Then 
 
               ' Get the segment where this shunt finished 
          uniqueSegLineFinish = GetUniqueSegmentLine(LocoPositionX,  
           LocoPositionY) 
                     
 
              End If 
 
' Exit loop if end of the GPS file or if the locomotive has moved more       
' than 150 m from the start of this run activity 
      Loop Until Not EndOfGPSFile Or distanceTravelled < 150  
 
             
      ' Get the nodes in between 
      nodePntsInBetween = GetNodesBetweenSegments(uniqueSegLineStart,  
        uniqueSegLineFinish) 
 
      ' Check if there is a junction between the path 
      For Each nodePnt As NodePntDouble In nodePntsInBetween 
      If nodePnt.IsIntersectionNode Then 
 
' We found a junction 
               runActivity.IsJunction = True 
                     Return True                         
 
             End If 
      Next 
 





Firstly this algorithm gets the initial locomotive position at the start of the 
activity. After that, it calls a function named ’JunctionActivityForwardBackward‘ 
where it reads the next locomotive GPS positions and calculates the distance 
travelled between the initial and current locomotive positions. If the distance 
travelled is more than 150 m the algorithm then stops reading GPS data and checks if 
within the railway track travelled by this locomotive there is a junction. If there is, 
the algorithm sets the status of this run activity as a ‘junction activity’. If there isn’t, 
the algorithm does the same set of steps, however, instead of reading the GPS data 
forwards, it reads this data backwards. The 150 m distance value used in this 
algorithm was determined by replaying GPS data in ACTSS. It was observed for 
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each ‘junction activity’ visually identified that locomotives wouldn’t stop or reverse 
further than 150 m from junctions. 
Assistants attach and detach bins and change points during junction activities. 
Once they complete any of these tasks they have to walk back to the locomotive 
which is sometimes at the other end of the train before the driver can continue the 
run. At some sites, procedures have been implemented to reduce the distance that 
assistants have to walk and so some locomotive activities appear more complex for 
this reason. 
 
Algorithm 2 – multiple-stop junction activity 
This algorithm tracks more complex ‘junction activity’ scenarios where the 
locomotive reverses and stops more than one time. The pseudo-code is presented 
below: 
 
For Each runActivityTracked In allRunActivitiesTracked 
 
' Get the segment where this shunt started 
       uniqueSegLineStart = GetUniqueSegmentLine(LocoPositionX, LocoPositionY) 
              
       Do 
MoveGPSDataOneStepForward 
 
        ' If locomotive stopped or reversed 
If LocoSpeed = 0 Or LocoReversed Then 
 
         ' Get the segment where the locomotive stopped or reversed 
          uniqueSegLineFinish = GetUniqueSegmentLine(LocoPositionX,  
           LocoPositionY) 
 
         ' Get the nodes in between 
         nodePntsInBetween =  
                                      GetNodesBetweenPaths(uniqueSegLineStart, 
       uniqueSegLineFinish.Nodes) 
                             
                     ' Store these nodes to a list of nodes 
                     tmpNodePnts.AddAllNodes(nodePntsInBetween) 
 
' Update our ‘Start segment’ 
                     uniqueSegLineStart = uniqueSegLineFinish 
 
              End If 
 
               
' Exit loop if end of the GPS file or if we reached the finish time of     
' this activity 
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      ' Check if there is a ‘Junction Node’ in the path 
      If nodePntsInBetween.HasJunctionNode Then 
        runActivityTracked.IsJunction = True 
 
      else   
' No junctions in the path so we check for junctions that the                
' locomotive already passed or will pass(similar to Algorithm 1) 
' We loop forwards first 
             junctionFound = JunctionActivityForwardBackward(True,  
                                                      uniqueSegLineStart,  
      gpsError) 
 
' If we didn't find a junction looping forwards, we loop   
' backwards 
              If Not junctionFound Then 
               junctionFound = JunctionActivityForwardBackward(False,  
 uniqueSegLineStart, 
    gpsError) 
              End If 
 
 
              If junctionFound Then 
  
     ' ‘Junction activity’ detected 
                   runActivityTracked.JunctionActivity = True 
               
              End If 
 
      End If 




The algorithm starts with a loop that has the following steps: 
1) Get the segment where this locomotive started this activity 
(‘uniqueSegLineStart’). 
2) Read subsequent GPS data and check if the locomotive stopped or reversed. 
3) If yes: 
3a) Get the current locomotive position (‘uniqueSegLineFinish’) and 
store all the nodes between the initial and current locomotive 
positions. 
3b) Set the current position as initial locomotive position 
(‘uniqueSegLineStart’  = ‘uniqueSegLineFinish’) to ensure that if 
the algorithm falls in step 3a again it gets the correct path nodes. 
When the algorithm exits this loop, it then checks if any of the nodes travelled 
by the locomotive was a junction. If yes, the algorithm sets the activity status to 
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‘junction activity’. If not the algorithm utilises the 
‘JunctionActivityForwardBackward’ function described above so that it can 
determine if the locomotive has already passed a junction before or if it will pass a 
junction after finishing this run activity. If yes, the algorithm sets the activity status 
to ‘junction activity’. 
 
4.8 STORING RESULTS IN THE DATABASE 
The structure of the binary files described in Section  4.5 to store locomotive 
GPS data proved to be efficient for a short period of several days. However when 
this period was increased to more than two weeks, the entire tracking operation 
(Section  4.7.4 4.7) typically took 45 minutes  The better part of a day would be 
required to process an entire season.  To minimise these long delays I introduced a 
new method to store GPS data. 
 
4.8.1 Using the TOTools database 
After setting unique shunt locations (Section  4.7.3) and identifying junction 
and catch-point operations (Section  4.7.4), TOTools ends up with tracked locomotive 
run activity information in memory. Since TOTools already utilises a Microsoft SQL 
database to store its data, this tracked GPS data is stored in the same database. 
By investigating what type of run and GPS information should be displayed, 
fifteen reports were designed (Section  4.9). The majority of these reports required the 
following GPS run information: 
• Matched TOTools run 
• Matched TOTools run activity 
• Start and end times 
• Shunt, junction and catch-point location and duration details. 
Three out of the fifteen reports intended to display locomotive speed details 
needed to interpret each locomotive GPS position and speed for an entire run. As a 
consequence the data required for these reports could not be summarised since each 
locomotive GPS record would need to be stored in the TOTools database. 
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GPS data is contained in large files. The total size of the entire Mackay Sugar 
2012 season GPS file (in CSV format) for example is approximately 750 megabytes. 
Ten out of the sixteen mills running TOTools utilise the Express version of Microsoft 
SQL Server to store TOTools data. This version allows a maximum capacity of four 
gigabytes. If the GPS data was stored in the TOTools database, this action would 
cause the database size to increase substantially every year. As a consequence in two 
or three years all the mills running the Microsoft SQL Server Express version would 
be required to purchase an upgrade licence to increase the database capacity. Since 
the purchase of a new licence could add a constraint to this project in some mills and 
TOTools already has the capability to interpret GPS data by utilising ACTSS 
algorithms, it was decided that detailed GPS data should not be stored in the 
TOTools database. The three reports that display speed details should then read GPS 
records directly from the binary files. 
As a result a new scheme, I developed new tables and new SQL scripts in the 
TOTools database to store run activity details only. At the end of any tracking 
operation TOTools now asks users if they want to store the information in the 
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Figure 25 - The option to save GPS summary data in the TOTools database 
 
If the ‘Yes’ button is pressed, the tracked GPS run is stored in the TOTools 
database. The next time the main ‘GPS Analysis’ form is loaded, TOTools 
automatically loads up existing tracked GPS run information from the database for a 
particular season selected by the user. 
 
4.9 REPORTS 
At the initial stage of this project I designed fifteen reports to summarise 
locomotive TOTools-GPS data. I developed these reports by using Report Viewer 
and Microsoft Chart Controls within the .NET framework. They summarise run 
events to determine how efficiently locomotives are being utilised. These events 
include run activities, yard times and locomotive speed details including GPS data 
error details. The reports are divided into three groups:  
• Error Reports: This group comprises two reports and they present 
difficulties identified when trying to match locomotive GPS data with 
TOTools run data. 
• Analysis Reports: This group consists of ten reports that are used to 
summarise run activity data for individual or many locomotive runs. 
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• Speed Reports: This group comprises three reports which are used to 
display speed information of individual or many locomotive runs. 
 
4.9.1 Error Reports 
Error reports present the difficulties identified when trying to match the GPS 
data to the run records in TOTools. Invalid TOTools runs or unknown runs tracked in 
the GPS data can be displayed to highlight travel or activity deviations. 
To match locomotive runs between TOTools and GPS data, locomotive name 
and actual start time are initially used (Section  4.6). If a specific locomotive run 
cannot be matched for any reason (such as run data not entered correctly in 
TOTools), the error report will list its information. The two types of error report are: 
1- Locomotive run not found in the GPS data: When a specific run from the 
TOTools ledger could not be found in the GPS data (Figure 26). 
 
Figure 26 - Error report of TOTools run not found in the GPS data 
 
2- Locomotive run not found in TOTools: When the GPS data indicates a 
locomotive run but no corresponding run could be found in the TOTools 
ledger (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27 - Error Report of GPS run not found in TOTools 
 
4.9.2 Analysis Report 
The Analysis Report consists of ten reports: “Travel Details”, “Yard Time”, 
“Locomotive Start Time”, “Locomotive Shunt Details by Siding”, "Driver Shunt 
Details by Siding", "Siding Shunting Details", “Shunting Details by Number of Bins” 
and three “Travel Audit Reports”. They are grouped in the ‘GPS Analysis Report 
Form’ (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28 - The Analysis Report 
 
After tracking locomotive GPS data, TOTools stores in its database run 
information such as GPS start times and run activity duration and types (shunt, 
junction, catch-point and delay activities) (Section  4.7). The reports are used to show 
start and finish times for locomotive run activities such as running and shunting. 
Some of these reports make comparisons between different drivers and locomotives.  
 
Travel Details Report 
The Travel Details Report displays travel details related to a specific 
locomotive run (Figure 29). Based on the bin delivery and collection activities from 
TOTools and location details tracked from the GPS files, it displays and summarises 
run activity details. This report also displays the difference of locomotive start times 
between the data recorded in TOTools and the data tracked in the GPS files. 
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Figure 29 - Travel Details Report 
 
Yard Time Report 
The Yard Time Report shows the time spent in the yard before starting a run 
for different drivers in a bar graph format. By definition, yard time is the difference 
between the actual start of the run provided by TOTools and the exact time that the 
locomotive leaves the yard based on the locomotive GPS location. Yard time is 
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represented by red bars and is calculated based on the selected option. Users are able 
to select one or many active drivers to display across a number of days. An example 
of this report is shown in Figure 30. 
  
 
Figure 30 - Yard Time Report 
 
Locomotive Start Time Report 
The Locomotive Start Time Report shows the difference between the TOTools 
actual start time and the scheduled start time and the difference between the yard 
departure time and the scheduled start time for different drivers. The report format is 
similar to the ‘Yard Time Report’ as it displays duration of events in a bar graph 
format.  In this report, however, duration of zero represents the scheduled start time 
for the run. Users are able to select one or many active drivers to display across a 
range of days. An example of this report is shown in Figure 31. 
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There are three Boxplot Reports to facilitate examination and comparison of 
shunting time information. They follow a similar structure where different datasets 
are displayed next to each other in a graph format called a boxplot (Lane, 2014). 
Figure 32 shows a snapshot of a boxplot. 
 
Figure 32 - Boxplot example of locomotive shunting times (Lane, 2014) 
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A boxplot is interpreted as follows: 
• The box itself contains the middle 50% of the data. 
• The upper edge (hinge) of the box indicates the 75th percentile of the 
data set, and the lower hinge indicates the 25th percentile. 
• The line in the box indicates the median value of the data (half the 
data is above the line, half the data is below the line). 
• The ends of the vertical lines indicate the minimum and maximum 
data values. 
• If the median line within the box is not equidistant from the hinges, it 
indicates the values are skewed (i.e. not normally distributed). 
 
Locomotive Shunting Details by Siding Report 
The Locomotive Shunting Details by Siding report (Figure 33) displays 
shunting time information for locomotives in a specific siding. During a shunting 
operation, a locomotive may be delivering, collecting or at the same time delivering 
and collecting bins. For this reason this report allows users to select between these 
three shunting operations.  Users are also able to select different sidings across a 
number of days. 
 
Figure 33 - Siding Shunting Details by Locomotive Report 
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Driver Shunting Details by Siding Report 
The Driver Shunting Details by Siding Report displays shunting time 
information for different drivers for a specific siding. As for the previous report, this 
report allows users to select between delivering, collecting and combined delivering 
and collecting operations. Users are also able to select different sidings across a 
number of days. Figure 34 illustrates an example of this report. 
 
Figure 34 - Siding Shunting Details by Driver Report 
 
Siding Shunting Details Report 
The Siding Shunting Details Report displays shunting time information for 
active sidings in a mill area. As for the previous two reports, this report allows users 
to select between delivering, collecting and combined delivering and collecting 
operations. Users are able to select different mills and sidings across a number of 
days. An example is shown in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35 - Mill Shunting Details by Siding Report 
 
Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report 
As shown in Figure 36, the Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report 
displays the shunting duration for each delivery to and/or collection from a specific 
siding. During a shunting operation, a locomotive may be delivering, collecting or at 
the same time delivering and collecting bins. However when a locomotive is 
delivering and collecting bins in one single shunt operation it is not possible to 
separate the delivery and collection times.  For this reason this report allows users 
only to select between “deliveries” or “collections” and not “deliveries and 
collections”. Users are also able to select different sidings and distinguish between 
either locomotives or drivers across a number of days. 
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Figure 36 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report 
 
Travel Audit Reports 
Travel Audit Reports encompass three reports used to report excessive delays 
in locomotive runs. These reports are: 
• Shunting Time (Figure 37): This report displays details of shunts 
which exceed a time limit. Users are able to modify the time limit 
parameter (as shown in red). 
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Figure 37 - Travel audit report for long shunting times 
 
• Yard Time (Figure 38): By definition, yard time is the difference 
between the actual start of the run provided by TOTools and the exact 
time that the locomotive leaves the yard based on the locomotive GPS 
location. This report display details of runs exceeding the yard time 
parameter defined by the user (as shown in red). 
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Figure 38 - Travel audit report for long yard times 
 
• Delay Time (Figure 39): By definition, delay time is the time that a 
locomotive is stationary between the start and end of the run that 
cannot be identified as any other type of delay such as shunting. It 
could be caused by events such as waiting for a locomotive to pass, 
meal breaks or machinery malfunction. This report displays the details 
of delays exceeding the delay time parameter defined by the user (as 
shown in red). 
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Figure 39 - Travel audit report for long delays during runs 
  
4.9.3 Speed Reports 
The speed reports require more information than the analysis reports and 
require additional processing before the reports can be displayed.  For this reason, 
they have been separated from the analysis reports that can be generated from 
relatively little data (once processed).  There are three speed reports: the “Speed 
Limit Graph Report”, “Segment Average Speed Report” and “Speed Audit Report”. 
These reports are used to display speed information of individual or many 
locomotive runs and are grouped in the ‘GPS Speed Report Form’ (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40 - The Speed Report 
 
Speed Limit Graph Report 
The Speed Limit Graph Report displays the locomotive speed throughout a 
particular run in a line chart format. It also displays the defined speed limit as a red 
line so it can be easily determined if the locomotive is travelling above or below the 
limit.  It also identifies the run activities to help identify the locations to which the 
speed measurements relate.  By default run speed variation is displayed in a single 
graph. However, for long runs, it can be difficult to see the detail because of the 
amount of information condensed onto the graph. Figure 41 illustrates an example of 
a long run called “Thu 02/08/2013 7:30 GAR”. 
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Figure 41 - A long run where it is difficult to see all of the speed detail 
 
To be better able to see the detail, a feature was developed to allow users to 
divide the data across several graphs. By changing the number of graphs at the 
“Number of Charts” text box, this report can then be divided as shown in Figure 42. 
 
 
Figure 42 - A long run split into six graphs 
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The bottom right graph in Figure 42 shows that this part of the run performed 
four run activities in approximately one hour: a shunt at “Cowell’s Lp”, a “delay 
activity”, a “junction activity” and another shunt at “Blake’s Lp” before the end of 
the run (Figure 43).  
 
 
Figure 43 - The final graph from Figure 42 
 
Even though locomotives usually move back and forth during shunt, junction 
or catch-point activities the maximum speed reached in these operations by a 
locomotive is very low. To facilitate the visualisation of run activities and also 
highlight speed variations this report shows the locomotive speed as 0 km/h at all 
times within run activities. 
It can also be observed in Figure 43 that in some areas the blue line is higher 
than the red line which indicates that the locomotive exceeded the defined track 
speed limit on occasion. Note that the speed limits shown in Figure 41 to Figure 43 
have been defined for illustration purposes and are not actual track speed limits.  At 
some points, there are gaps in the red (speed limit) line which has two possible 
causes: 
1- The locomotive position could not be positively determined (i.e. could not 
be ‘snapped’ to one unique segment line). This situation could happen 
when a locomotive crosses a junction and there are typically three segments 
with potentially different limits to choose between. Another reason could 
be when a GPS locomotive position appears too far from any railway lines 
defined in MapInfo. 
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2- There is no speed limit defined for the segment the locomotive is on. 
 
Segment Summary Speed Report 
The second speed report is the Segment Summary Speed Report.  This report 
shows the segment average speed based on one or many locomotives that performed 
runs within the defined period and is based on the MapInfo Network table used to 
represent the railway network.  
Locomotives commonly have different configurations giving them different 
capacities and speeds. Some locomotives, however, are similarly configured and can 
be grouped together. For this reason this report allows users to calculate segment 
average speed for more than one locomotive. 
When travelling to sidings, locomotives usually carry empty bins. On the way 
back to the mill, they usually carry full bins. Since the locomotive speeds vary 
depending on the load hauled, this report also allows users to select ‘Outbound’ or 
‘Inbound’ average speed. An example of this report is shown in Figure 44. 
 
 
Figure 44 - A Segment Summary Speed Report 
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The calculation of segment average speed was based on the study proposed by 
Miller et al. (2010). This study proposed two methods to calculate average speed: the 
Speed Method and the Proportional Method. 
The Speed Method uses the speed and location information from the GPS data 
and it is very dependent on the speed that is transmitted from the vehicle-tracking 
device. Firstly it determines the unique location of each GPS data point transmitted. 
After that, segment average speed is calculated based on the speed information of all 
the GPS data assigned to this segment. 
The Proportional Method uses the time and location information from the GPS 
data to determine segment average speed. This model proportionally determines the 
amount of time to traverse a segment based on the times and locations of certain data 
points for an individual vehicle. This method suggests that vehicles are rarely 
transmitting GPS data at the start and end points of  a segment (also called ‘edges’) 
since GPS devices transmit their speed and location every 10 to 60 seconds. If that is 
the case, the amount of time to traverse a segment can be calculated based on the 
times at which the data were transmitted. 
The results of this research indicated that the Proportional Method is more 
accurate than the Speed Method. For this reason it was decided to use the 
Proportional Method for this report. 
The first step of this algorithm is to define segments and their edges. Since 
locomotives stop at junctions, sidings and mills it was determined that the algorithm 
should define segments as the railway tracks between each of these locations. 
To calculate average speed the algorithm gets the user to select the locomotive 
to track. It then loads all the runs performed by this locomotive which were 
successfully tracked in the GPS files. For each of these runs, the algorithm: 
1. Determines the mill where this run was implemented. 
2. Based on Step  1, for each segment the algorithm determines which edge is 
closer to the mill. This information is stored against each segment. 
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3. Reads the GPS information for this run in chronological order and 
calculates travel times for the segments travelled by this locomotive 
between each run activity detected in the GPS files. 
The first step of the algorithm to calculate travel times is to determine the 
segment position of each locomotive GPS data value. Then for each segment the 
model stores: 
1. The GPS data just before the first edge of the segment.  
2. The first GPS data just after the first edge of the segment (the next GPS 
data after Step  1). 
3. The last GPS data just before the last edge of the segment.  
4. The GPS position just after the last edge of this segment (the next GPS data 
after  3). 
Figure 45 illustrates an example of the GPS data stored in this model for a 
segment labelled “Segment 2”: 
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Once the four GPS data values are identified, the model then calculates how 
long the locomotive takes to travel from: 
• edge A to point 2 (tA2) 
• point 2 to point 3 (t23) 
• point 3 to edge B (t3B) 
To calculate the travel time from edge A to point 2, the model calculates the 












where t12 is the travel time from point 1 to point 2, dA2 is the distance from edge A to 
point 2 and d12 is the distance from point 1 to point 2. 













where t34 is the travel time from point 3 to point 4, d3B is the distance from point 3 to 
edge B and d34 is the distance from point 3 to point 4. 
When calculating travel times, the algorithm also detects which edge of the 
segment the locomotive travelled first. Based on the railway network, if this edge is 
the one which has a shorter distance to the mill, the algorithm records the travel time 
as ‘outbound’. Otherwise the travel time is recorded as ‘inbound’.  





where L is the segment length. 
When testing the algorithm it was observed that locomotives would sometimes 
perform a run activity such as shunting just before or just after crossing the edge of a 
segment. These events were observed when locomotives were hauling a large 
number of bins or when locomotives shunted in parts of the network where there 
were junctions near sidings. As a consequence of the run activities, the travel times 
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on these segments were significantly increased resulting in unrealistic travel times. 
For this reason travel times for segments just after or before run activities detected in 
the tracking operation have been excluded from the calculated averages for the 
report.   
 
Speed Audit Report 
The last of the reports, the Speed Audit Report displays the occasions when a 
locomotive exceeded the track speed limit. Figure 46 shows an example of what the 
data would look like if the speed limit had been exceeded. 
 
 
Figure 46 - The Speed Audit Report 
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Similar to the ‘Speed Limit Graph Report’, the algorithm developed for this 
report initially identifies the unique segment line that the locomotive is on. If it can 
be defined, the locomotive speed information from the GPS file is then compared 
against the segment speed limit stored in the ‘Network.TAB’ MapInfo file. If the 
segment speed is exceeded the report then displays details of this event. This report 
separates different locomotive runs by wider horizontal lines.  
It was originally intended for this report to generate one record for each GPS 
data value where the segment speed limit was exceeded. Since locomotives are 
transmitting their speed and location every 20 to 60 seconds it was observed that 
when a locomotive exceeded a track speed limit for an extended period this report 
generated a large number of records. To facilitate and highlight the identification of 
locomotives exceeding speed limits in different parts of the railway network, we 
decided that the algorithm should summarise the results. If it detects that the 
locomotive exceeded the track speed in a number of subsequent GPS positions for 
the same segment the report will only display the details of the GPS data which had 
the highest locomotive speed. 
 
4.10 TESTING 
To test the new algorithm, two testing concepts were used in this research: 
oracle and performance tests. Locomotive GPS data and TOTools data from the 
Mackay Sugar 2012 season were utilised for these tests. 
 
4.10.1 Oracle Testing 
The testing of the historical GPS analysis algorithm involved a methodology 
that utilises the concept of ‘Oracles’ described by Homès (2013). It compares the 
actual result to the expected result. It then indicates whether the software has 
successfully passed the test (or not). As defined by Homès (2013), “this comparison 
should have three main attributes: 
– a source, which will predict the expected result for each test; 
– a comparator, which will compare the expected results with the actual results; 
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– an evaluator, which will determine whether the two results are close enough 
for the test to be considered successful.” 
The source of expected data for comparison is called an ‘oracle’. 
After the development of the new algorithm, two runs from TOTools were 
selected to provide ‘oracles’. The runs were performed by a locomotive called 
‘Gargett’ on 2 August 2012. To visualise and analyse the results, with the assistance 
of Mackay Sugar traffic officers, the run was replayed in the ACTSS system (the 
source) and each run activity was reported and manually matched with its 
corresponding run activity in TOTools, if any. The GPS and TOTools data from this 
run was then used in the new algorithm and the results were displayed in the ‘Travel 
Details Report’ (the comparator).  
 
Simple Run 
TOTools showed that the first run delivered 20 empty bins to a siding called 
‘Mirani 3’. By replaying the GPS data from the Gargett locomotive in ACTSS, with 
the assistance of a traffic officer from Mackay Sugar it was possible to identify this 
run activity and match it with its corresponding TOTools data. The path between 
Marian mill and ‘Mirani 3’ siding is shown in Figure 47. This image is a screen shot 
of the ACTSS system replaying the GPS data for this run. 
 
 
Figure 47 - Path between Marian mill and Mirani 3 siding 
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It was observed that this locomotive took approximately 20 minutes to 
complete this run and took approximately 1 minute to shunt at Mirani 3. When 
testing the locomotive GPS and TOTools data against the algorithm, the results 
displayed in the “Travel Details Report” were produced (Figure 48). 
 
Figure 48 - Run activity details for a Simple Run 
 
The algorithm was able to detect the run and shunt duration and also the 
location where the shunt occurred with great accuracy. It can also be seen that the 




The second run tested was considered to be a complex one since it involved the 
delivery of empty bins to and collection of full bins from sidings located in different 
branches. The run activities recorded in TOTools were: 
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Deliver: 18 bins to Hampden 3; 44 bins to Geeberga 1 (two bin types); 38 bins 
to Narpi 6 Far End; 
Collect: 42 bins from Geeberga 1, 40 bins from Narpi 6 Far End.  
Scheduled Start Time: 07:30AM 
Actual Start Time: 09:43AM 
The locations of the sidings are shown in Figure 49 taken from ACTSS.  
 
Figure 49 - Path between Marian mill and siding that was serviced by the locomotive 
run 
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Figure 50 - Run activity details for a Complex Run (Part A) 
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Figure 51 - Run activity details for a Complex Run (Part B) 
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A summary of the run activities observed against the algorithm results are 
displayed in Table 8. 









Delay < none > 1 0:00 
shunt Hampden 3 5 4:31 
catch-point catch-point 8 7:31 
junction junction 2 1:00 
shunt Geeberga 1 25 25:03 
junction junction 3 2:31 
shunt Narpi 6 Far End 13 13:01 
junction junction 8 7:32 
catch-point catch-point 10 9:33 
delay < none > 6 5:01 
delay < none > 20 19:35 
shunt Hampden 4 6 5:30 
shunt Cowell’s Lp 6 6:02 
shunt Hampden 4 4 3:00 
shunt Hampden 3 9 9:03 
shunt Cowell’s Lp 6 6:31 
delay < none > 4 4:01 
 
The ‘Run Activity’ column shows the activity observed and the ‘Location’ 
column displays where the activity occurred. The same type of activity and location 
were identified by both visual observation and the algorithm. The ‘Duration 
Observed’ column displays the manually determined duration of the run activity 
from observation of the ACTSS replay.  The last column shows the duration of the 
activity identified by the algorithm. The detected figures are to the nearest second 
since locomotive GPS information contains a ‘time’ field and the algorithm does 
calculations and displays data in seconds. The data in the ‘Duration Observed’ 
column are rounded to the nearest minute. Since locomotives produce GPS 
information between intervals (Mackay Sugar locomotives for example produces 
every 30 seconds) when visualising the data, it is hard to identify the exact time with 
seconds when the locomotive finished the shunt. 
The run activity duration observed and detected are in close agreement 
(R2=0.97 for 17 observations), where the time difference is less than 1 minute in all 
cases. Figure 52 depicts the comparison. These outcomes are highly significant 
(P<0.001). 
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Figure 52 - Comparison of the algorithm results against the values observed 
 
4.10.2 Performance Testing 
According to Homès (2013), performance testing is often executed when the 
new system or routine is complete and works correctly. It involves checking the 
period a process takes to complete and ensuring that it takes no longer than a 
preferred length of time. Usually performance defects are connected to the software 
architecture.  
In this project, performance tests were performed as new routines were 
developed in the new TOTools system. A summary of the main routines where this 
test was performed is described below. 
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Tracking Process 
The tracking operation took around 45 minutes to complete when tracking two 
weeks of run data. Part of this delay was caused by the structure of the binary files 
where locomotive GPS data information was sorted chronologically, independent of 
the locomotive. Changes were made so that each locomotive would have its GPS 
information still stored chronologically, but in a separate binary file. This change 
proved to speed up the entire tracking process significantly, reducing this processing 
time from 45 minutes to around 17 minutes. 
When tracking Mackay Sugar locomotive GPS data for an entire season 
(2012), the algorithm originally took approximately 35 hours, which is considered to 
be too long. Changes were made to the algorithm to allow the results to be stored in 
the TOTools database to prevent users having to re-analyse GPS data every time 
TOTools needed to be restarted. 
 
GPS Forms and Reports 
Algorithm results stored in the database can be reloaded in memory when 
TOTools restarts. When reloading data for an entire season, the algorithm originally 
took 10 to 15 minutes which was considered to be too long. However once the data 
was loaded up, the ‘GPS Analysis Report Form’ took between 5 and 15 seconds to 
load. When selecting between different reports from within this form, the new 
system reloaded each report straight after the selection. These delays were 
considered satisfactory so no changes were made to improve the performance of 
these routines.  
Unlike the Analysis Reports, the ‘GPS Speed Report Form’ needs to load up 
extra information of sidings, mills and the railway network stored in the MapInfo 
files. For this reason a delay of 30 to 45 seconds was measured to load the ‘GPS 
Speed Report Form’. Again, this delay was considered satisfactory. 
Within this group, two of the reports (Segment Summary and Speed Audit 
Reports) took a long period to load up, up to 45 minutes depending on the 
information these reports was supposed to display. This delay was caused by the 
structure of this report where locomotive speed information was read directly from 
the binary files. As mentioned in section  4.8.1, if the locomotive GPS data was 
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stored in the TOTools database, a new structure would be developed as part of this 
research to reduce this delay. However due to database size constraints, it was 
decided that the locomotive speed information should be kept in the binary files. 
 
4.11 RESULT ANALYSIS 
After the completion of the algorithm, 2013 locomotive GPS data from 
Mackay Sugar was processed and used for data analysis. Observations based on the 
results are presented below. 
 
4.11.1 Locomotive Activity and Travel Analysis  
The run activities from the runs tracked were divided into four groups: shunt, 
junction, delay and catch-point. The total duration of these activities and runs are 
shown in Table 9. 






Run Shunt Junction Delay Catch-point Travel 
Farleigh 2147 540682 22212 20306 3839   494325 
Racecourse 2477 727495 169798 107075 32627   417995 
Marian 2727 793976 257622 25056 6946 1812 502540 
TOTAL 7351 2062153 449632 152437 43412 1812 1414860 
 
Based on each mill, run activity duration and travel times are presented in pie 
charts (Figure 53, Figure 54 and Figure 55).  
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Figure 53 – Run activity details pie chart (Farleigh) 
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Figure 55 - Run activity details pie chart (Marian) 
 
For all three mills, locomotives spend most of their time travelling. The 
shunting and junction time components are different between the mills. Marian mill 
is the area where locomotives spent the most time performing shunt activities, about 
one third of the run time. Racecourse is the mill where junction activities are 
performed the most, around 15% of the run time. Delay time is also largest at 
Racecourse where delays account for 5% of the total run time. 
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Figure 56 - Run activity details pie chart (all mills) 
 
On average, the graph shows that locomotives spend 69% running during a run, 
22% is spent shunting at sidings and 7% is spent at junctions. Of the 22% of time 
spent shunting, the average shunt time was 15 minutes (approximately 13 minutes for 
bin delivery and 16 minutes for bin collection). About 25% of sidings had an average 
shunt time of less than 11 minutes. If procedures and siding design changes can be 
made to reduce the average shunt time from 15 minutes to 11 minutes, a mill with 44 
runs a day such as Farleigh and four shunts a run could potentially save 12 hours a 
day which could translate to a saving of one shift per day or about $100,000 per 
season. Across all 18 mills with railways, a saving of about $1.8 million could be 
possible, although there would no doubt be some associated capital expenditure. 
Savings could also be feasible through an analysis of the time spent in the mill yard. 
 
4.11.2 Catch-point Activity Analysis 
Locomotives are required to stop before and after crossing catch-points 
(Section  4.7.4). Mackay Sugar’s catch-point activities for the 2013 season were 
analysed to determine their characteristics. 
All runs in which catch-point activities were detected belonged to Marian mill 
since the Marian network contains the only location of a catch-point on the Mackay 
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activities are presented in Table 10. A histogram of the catch-point activities is 
shown in Figure 57. 
 
Table 10  - ‘Catch-point’ activity summary and average information 
Number of catch-point activities 380 
Total catch-point time (min) 1812 
Fastest (min) 1 
Longest (min) 40 
Average (min) 4.8 
 
 
Figure 57 - Histogram of catch-point activities 
 
For the Marian catch-points, the mean activity time is approximately 5 
minutes. Catch-point activities usually range between 5 and 9 minutes. 
 
4.11.3 Shunt Activity Analysis 
Shunt activity data were also analysed using tracked locomotive GPS data from 
Mackay Sugar for the 2013 season. Shunt activity information such as duration, 
number of bins and type (delivery or collection) from 9 sidings were compared. 
These sidings were selected for analysis because there was a large number of 
deliveries and collections of bins tracked. The layout of each siding is shown in 























Time interval (minutes) 
Catch-point Activities 
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66 and Figure 67. Below each figure, the number of deliveries and collections 
tracked are displayed. The legend of the siding layout is illustrated in Figure 58.  
Borderline refers to a distinction made where a single siding is defined as two 
sidings in TOTools so that two harvesters can operate in the siding.  The borderline 




Figure 58 - Siding layout legend 
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Figure 60 - Siding layout: Barrie 7 
Deliveries: 15 
Collections: 12 
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Figure 62- Siding layout: Barrie 12 
Deliveries: 23 
Collections: 15 
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Figure 63 - Siding layout: Peri 1 
Deliveries: 26 
Collections: 16 
   
 
Figure 64 - Siding layout: Peri 2 
Deliveries: 28 
Collections: 26 
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Figure 66 - Siding layout: Peri 4 M/E 
Deliveries: 33 
Collections: 23 
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These sidings have different layouts and lengths. Even though sidings Peri 4 
and Peri 5 represent one siding each, they are divided into two parts in TOTools: far 
end (F/E) and mill end (M/E). Traffic officers separate some sidings to be able to 
instruct drivers and harvesters in which part of the siding bins are expected to be 
delivered or collected. However when shunting in these sidings, locomotives can run 
in any of the two parts. For this reason in this analysis the length of a M/E or F/E 
siding is equal to the total length of the M/E and F/E parts together. The type of these 
sidings is RORO, except for siding ‘Palms 10’, which is a loop siding. 
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Box plot analysis 
The shunt time for locomotives delivering and collecting bins from these 
sidings was presented using the box plot reports (Section  4.9.2). These reports 
represent screen shots of actual reports generated by our new application. Figure 68 
illustrates the box plot report for these sidings when bins were delivered whereas 
Figure 69 displays a similar report but for bins that were collected. The sidings are 
sorted by increasing length. 
 
 
Figure 68 - Siding Shunting Details (Deliveries) - Result Analysis 
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Figure 69 - Siding Shunting Details (Collections) - Result Analysis 
 
The data of these reports show that there is no obvious trend between siding 
length and shunt time. 
 
Shunt time X number of bins 
Shunt time was analysed against number of bins delivered or collected. The 
Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report (Section  4.9.2) was used for each siding 
shown in Figure 68 and Figure 69 and was divided into two activity types: delivery 
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Deliveries 
 
Figure 70 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 1 (Bin delivery) 
 
 
Figure 71 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 7 (Bin delivery) 
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Figure 72 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 11 (Bin delivery) 
 
 
Figure 73 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 12 (Bin delivery) 
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Figure 74 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 1 (Bin delivery) 
 
 
Figure 75 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 2 (Bin delivery) 
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Figure 76 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 4 M/E (Bin delivery) 
 
 
Figure 77 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 5 F/E (Bin delivery) 
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Figure 79 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 1 (Bin collection) 
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Figure 81 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 11 (Bin collection) 
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Figure 82 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Barrie 12 (Bin collection) 
 
 
Figure 83 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 1 (Bin collection) 
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Figure 85 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 4 M/E (Bin collection) 
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Figure 86 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Peri 5 F/E (Bin collection) 
 
 
Figure 87 - Shunting Details by Number of Bins Report – Palms 10 (Bin collection) 
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Shunt Time X Number of bins analysis 
To look for trends between the number of bins shunted and the shunt time, the 
slope for each graph presented in the “Shunt time X number of bins” section is 
shown in Table 11.  




Siding Deliveries Collections 
Peri 4 ME -0.06 0.20 
Peri 5 FE 0.09 0.14 
Barrie 7 0.11 0.01 
Peri 1 0.27 0.17 
Peri 2 0.07 -0.35 
Barrie 1 0.06 0.02 
Barrie 11 0.05 0.15 
Barrie 12 0.26 0.14 
Palms 10 -0.13 -0.01 
Median 0.07 0.14 
 
 
It was observed in some of the graphs that some shunts lasted for a long period 
of time. This data can be seen for sidings Peri 4M/E and Peri 1 (Figure 68 and Figure 
69). Although no records exist to determine the exact cause, the long shunting times 
could occur due to:  
1) Locomotives waiting for others to pass 
2) Lunch breaks: depending on the railway layout, some specific sidings are 
used for this purpose 
3) Incidents or accidents such as: harvester or mill delays or breakdowns, bad 
weather and derailments 
Since it could not be conclusively determined which shunt times included these 
other delays and since these long shunt times have a substantial effect on some of the 
slopes presented in Table 11, the median value was used as an indication of the 
average slope. This approach ensures that the extreme values caused by these 
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undocumented delays to shunt time don’t significantly affect the main trend of the 
data. 
These median slopes indicate that shunt time increases about 1 minute for 
every additional 14 bins delivered and every additional 7 bins collected.  
The number of bins delivered and collected from all runs implemented in the 
2013 season was extracted from TOTools data and placed in an Excel file. Two 
histograms (Figure 88 and Figure 89) were then produced within the Excel 
application for analysis. These reports represent screen shots of the actual reports. 
 
 
Figure 88 -  Histogram of bins delivered for the 2013 season 
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Figure 89 - Histogram of bins collected for the 2013 season 
 
It can be noted that around 83% of the delivery activities involved deliveries of 
between 5 and 45 bins. Around 80% of the collection activities involved collections 
of between 5 and 40 bins.  
Using the average relationship determined between the number of bins 
delivered and collected and shunt time based on the median slopes shown in Table 
11, it can then be concluded that: 
- The estimated shunt time for 83% of all run deliveries (from 5-45 bins) 
varies approximately 3 minutes. 
- The estimated shunt time for 80% of all run collections (from 5-40 bins) 
varies approximately 5 minutes. 
Given that the average shunt time for deliveries is 13 minutes, the 3 minute 
variation in shunt time with number of bins represents 23% of the average shunt 
time.  Given that the average shunt time for collections is 16 minutes, the 5 minute 
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variation in shunt time with number of bins represents 31% of the average shunt 
time.   
 Compared to the average shunt time, the typical variation in shunt time with 
number of bins is relatively small. However depending on how complex a run is, this 
variation can be significant since it may affect the overall run time. For example, in 
the complex run described in Section  4.10.1, the locomotive Gargett performed 8 
shunt operations. The shunting time variability could cause an error of approximately 
18 minutes, compared to a total run time of approximately 6 hours. The ACTSS 
model assumes that the shunt time for delivering and collecting and for any number 
of bins delivered or collected is constant.  On the basis of the analysis in this section, 
this assumption can be reasonable depending on the number of shunts performed for 
a locomotive during the run.   
 
4.12 CONCLUSIONS 
The work in this chapter shows that, based on run details recorded in TOTools 
in conjunction with historical GPS data for Mackay Sugar, it was possible to track 
approximately 44% of activities from runs from Australian sugar mill locomotives 
with great accuracy.  
Approximately 50% of runs could be matched between TOTools and GPS.  
The main reasons the other half of the runs stored in TOTools could not be tracked 
were because the actual start time was inaccurate or because the start point was not 
correct in TOTools.    
Run activities were also identified and reported into specific events and their 
durations were identified. If there was a corresponding delivery or collection of bins 
in TOTools the algorithm associated run activities with the number of bins delivered 
and/or collected. Approximately 67% of the run activities could be tracked. To 
increase this percentage, drivers and assistants need to ensure bin activities are 
reported to the traffic office accurately and traffic officers enter bin activity 
information in TOTools correctly. 
Based on the information extracted from tracked runs, the reports described in 
Section  4.9 facilitated the examination of locomotive utilisation and railway system 
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efficiency. Locomotive time utilisation was broken down into well-defined events 
(Section  4.11.1): travel time, shunt, junction, delay and catch-point activities. These 
activities were analysed and compared across different mills. It was observed that the 
duration of run activities vary greatly depending on the railway layout. In areas 
where on average sidings are located far from mills, locomotives spend more time 
traveling. In heavily branched networks, locomotives spend more time performing 
junction activities. By tracking Mackay Sugar’s 2013 season, the following statistics 
were obtained: 
• Average shunt time: 15 minutes 
a) Bin delivery: 13 minutes 
b) Bin collection: 16 minutes 
• Average junction activity duration: 19 minutes 
• Average catch-point activity duration: 4.8 minutes 
From the analysis of activities at nine sidings, on average, shunt time increases 
about 1 minute for every additional 14 bins delivered and every additional 7 bins 
collected. 
It was also observed that: 
a) 83% of all run deliveries involved 5-45 bin units. Shunt Time variation: 
approximately 3 minutes 
b) 80% of all run collections involved 5-40 bin units. Shunt Time variation: 
approximately 5 minutes. 
For the average shunt time for bin deliveries of 13 minutes, a 3 minute 
variation in shunt time represents 25% of the average shunt time. For the average 
shunt time for bin collection of 16 minutes, the 5 minute variation in shunt time 
represents 31% of the average shunt time.  
It can then be concluded that the typical variation in shunt time with number of 
bins is fairly small. As observed, it indicates that the shunt time spent by locomotives 
delivering bins can be slightly different to the shunt time when collecting bins. 
However depending on how complex runs are, locomotives may have to perform a 
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high number of shunts. This could than lead to a significant variation which can then 
affect the overall run time. 
Average run and shunt times will be useful for mill staff to develop and 
maintain schedules before and during the crushing season. This information will also 
be useful to indicate priorities for investment in the track infrastructure or locomotive 
crew training.  
The first research question is: 
 How can we improve our understanding of locomotive time utilisation and 
railway system efficiency by integrating run activity data from TOTools with 
historical GPS data? 
The new historical GPS analysis algorithm which combines TOTools run 
information together with historical locomotive GPS data provided a tool to address 
this question. Runs can now be broken down into their component parts and travel 
and shunt activity duration can now be examined in detail through a number of 
reports. The reports allow traffic officers to better understand the duration of run 
activities which will help the development of more efficient schedules. 
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Chapter 5: Locomotive Arrival Time 
Prediction 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes the work done to address the second research question: 
How can we forecast locomotive arrival times by interpreting real-time GPS 
data? 
This chapter is divided in 9 sections. Section  5.2 summarises the algorithm to 
predict locomotive arrival time and Sections  5.3 to  5.7 describe the steps of the 
algorithm. Section  5.8 describes the tests that were performed to verify the operation 
of the algorithm and determine its performance. Main findings and conclusions of 
this part of the research are summarised in Section  5.9. 
 
5.2 ALGORITHM SUMMARY 
The algorithm to predict locomotive arrival time interprets real-time GPS data 
in conjunction with run data stored in TOTools. The algorithm then processes this 
information to predict arrival times. It performs five main steps: 
1) GPS system interface. The software listens to real-time GPS data and 
processes them as soon as they arrive. An interface between TOTools and 
the GPS system installed at the mill was required.   
2) Determine run activities through ACTSS. For each mill the algorithm 
identifies what TOTools ledgers are currently being used. The ACTSS 
system is then used to simulate the current ledgers to produce a sequence of 
runs and run activities for each locomotive. 
3) Identify future run activities. As soon as new real-time GPS data is detected 
the algorithm detects the current locomotive position, what run activities it 
has performed and what activities it is supposed to perform. 
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4) Calculate travel times for future events. The algorithm determines the 
closest path between the locomotive and the next activity location. Based 
on the path distance, track speed limits and locomotive speeds, the 
algorithm calculates how long the locomotive will take to arrive at its next 
and subsequent activity locations. 
5) Saving and displaying results. The last step of the algorithm is to store the 
results in the TOTools database so that they can be shared with other 
machines running TOTools. 
The details of each step are described in the next five sections. 
 
5.3 GPS SYSTEM INTERFACE 
The arrival time algorithm processes a large amount of data. If run on the 
traffic officer’s TOTools machine, it could slow down other processes run in 
TOTools. For this reason we recommend that a dedicated machine (also called 
Master PC) run TOTools to exclusively process the main routines of the arrival time 
algorithm.  
I added three extra options in the TOTools system to control the arrival time 
functionality (Figure 90). This process involved adding 3 new fields to the existing 
TOTools table that stores system options. It also involved adding related code to the 
existing class in TOTools that controls these options to store these new settings. The 
new settings are: 
1- Enable Arrival Time System: Controls whether the arrival time function is 
enabled. 
2- Master PC: This option will set the name of the computer used to run the 
arrival time software. 
3- Real-time GPS data connection string: This option stores the connection 
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Figure 90 - The three GPS arrival time options 
 
Since this work has so far used traffic information from Mackay Sugar to 
develop the new algorithm, the prototype interface development was based on 
Mackay Sugar’s GPS system. 
Mackay Sugar uses a system called ‘Track Safe’ to manage train separation. As 
one of its features, this system interprets real-time locomotive GPS data and displays 
the current position of all locomotives on a railway map. Since this system already 
has an interface that reads real-time GPS data, this existing interface was utilised. 
The GPS devices installed on the Mackay Sugar locomotives generate and send 
real-time GPS information to a computer at the mill which processes and then stores 
this data in a Microsoft SQL database. The entire process is performed in a period of 
time ranging from milliseconds up to five seconds. To allow TOTools to read real-
time GPS data it was decided that the algorithm should frequently look for and fetch 
new records from this GPS database. 
To read the GPS data, it was necessary to enable a connection between 
TOTools and the GPS database. TOTools already reads and stores run information in 
a SQL database. A new routine was added to TOTools to enable a connection to a 
second SQL database. This routine was based on an existing routine in TOTools used 
to connect this system with its main database.  
A timer was developed in TOTools to trigger a routine that fetches the latest 
GPS data from the database. Since locomotives generate GPS data every 30 to 60 
seconds the interval of this timer was set to 60 seconds. Once this event is triggered, 
TOTools checks and stores in memory the latest GPS records from all locomotives 
stored in the GPS database. 
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5.4 DETERMINING RUN ACTIVITIES THROUGH ACTSS 
5.4.1 Background 
Arrivals.out file 
The ACTSS schedule checker was originally designed to simulate schedules 
and, as part of its outputs, determines siding and mill arrival times. These arrival 
times are available in the file ‘arrivals.out’ that gets produced when ACTSS 
simulates a schedule. This file contains a list of run activities ordered chronologically 
for each locomotive. An example is shown in Figure 91. 
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TOTools ledger: Delivery & Collection ranges 
In the TOTools ledger, there are two sections used to display locomotive runs. 
One shows locomotive runs that deliver bins and the other shows runs that collect 
bins for a specific day. Both these columns have a time range which limits what runs 
will be displayed. These ranges vary from mill to mill, but usually the delivery range 
starts on the day before and the collection range finishes on the day after.  Figure 92 
illustrates an example of these two time ranges. 
 
Figure 92 - The delivery and collection ranges in the TOTools ledger 
 
Delivery Range     -   14:00 Wednesday to 14:00 Thursday  
Collection Range  -   03:00 Thursday to 04:00 Friday 
The delivery and collection ranges also overlap each other, covering 
locomotive runs that deliver and collect bins for the same day. 
 
5.4.2 Determine the current ledger 
My new algorithm identifies the current ledger by comparing the current time 
set in the Master PC against the delivery and collection ranges of the TOTools 
ledgers. Since ledgers have a time overlap between the delivery and collection 
ranges, the comparison may return more than one ledger. Before ACTSS can be 
used, the ledger to be simulated needs to be identified. 
ACTSS simulates and orders runs chronologically by locomotive. During 
simulation, it assumes that the locomotive will start the run based on the run ‘Actual 
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Start Time’ defined in TOTools. ACTSS then simulates the run and calculates the 
‘Finish Time’ when the locomotive arrives at the location where it is supposed to 
finish the run. However on some occasions the ‘Finish Time’ calculated by ACTSS 
may be later than the ‘Actual Start Time’ defined in TOTools for the next run for this 
locomotive. When this situation happens, ACTSS identifies that two runs for the 
same locomotive overlap each other and needs to adjust the start time of the later 
one. ACTSS ignores the ‘Actual Start Time’ defined in TOTools for the later run and 
delays its start time based on the calculated ‘Finish Time’ and the defined yard 
turnaround time. To ensure that ACTSS simulates current runs as well as future runs, 
if two TOTools ledgers are found when comparing the current time against delivery 
and collections ranges, the older ledger is selected. The code below is the SQL script 
that the algorithm runs in the database to identify the current ledger: 
SELECT * FROM LedgerDay 
WHERE MillId = @millId 
     AND ((@time >= EarliestDeliveryTime and @time <=    
                                                LatestDeliveryTime) 
     OR (@time >= EarliestPickupTime and @time <= LatestPickupTime)) 
ORDER BY [Day] DESC 
 
‘@millId’ refers to the id field of the mill and ‘@time’ represents the current time. 
The ‘order by’ statement ensures the older ledger is returned at the top position. 
 
5.4.3 ACTSS Options 
ACTSS has many options that can change how it simulates the ledger. Some of 
these options need to be set to specific values for the arrival time functionality to 
work correctly. The options and their required values are: 
.HarvesterStopsWhenFullCapacityExceeded = False 
Two strategies are available when the ‘fulls’ line where the full bins are stored 
at a siding reaches its maximum capacity. “True” causes the harvester to stop until 
the fulls line has space for more bins. “False” allows the harvester to carry on, 
assuming that the operator will use some mechanism to deal with the overcrowding.  
In practice, it is unlikely that a harvester will stop harvesting because there is no 
space for full bins.  To avoid issues that may arise if the harvester start time or 
harvest rate is not correctly set in TOTools, this option is set to “FALSE” by default. 
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.InitialBinsAutomatic = False 
This option controls how ACTSS calculates initial bins. The initial bins file 
specifies the location of all bins in the transport system at the start of the simulation 
period. 
ACTSS calculates initial empties by: 
1- examining runs which occurred the day before but which delivered 
bins for today’s allocation.  
2- examining runs which occur today but which collect fulls from 
yesterday’s allocation (i.e. fulls on yesterday’s ledger). 
Setting this option to “True” will make ACTSS calculate this number 
automatically and “False” means that the user must manually specify the initial 
locations of all bins. Since it is desired to calculate initial bins based on the runs from 
midnight (not only the runs specified in steps 1 and 2), this option was set to ‘False’. 
When this option is set to ‘False’, users are supposed to enter initial bins values 
in ACTSS manually. As a result, an existing routine that calculates initial bin values 
was used. This routine does the following: 
1- For each siding, initial bins are calculated based on the deliveries to 
this siding from all locomotive runs commenced before 00:00 on 
ledger day. 
2- Calculates the total of mill empties needed for the ledger day so that 
mills don’t run out of empty bins (ACTSS simulation purposes). 
.TimeLocoWaitBinsMin = 0 
By default, a locomotive will only collect the bins that are available at a siding 
upon arrival, even if a larger collection is specified. Setting this option to a number 
of minutes (e.g. 15) will allow the locomotive to wait up to this many minutes for 
bins to be filled so that it can collect the full number requested. 
Locomotives rarely wait for bins. More typically, the locomotive would collect 
the full bins available at the siding and continue the run. For this reason, it was 
decided to set this option to ‘0’ minutes. 
.DefaultRunsToSimulate = RunsFromMidnight 
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This option controls which runs ACTSS simulates. 
If “Deliveries and collections on today’s ledger” is selected, then only 
deliveries and collections shown on the specified TOTools ledger will be simulated. 
Any collections of yesterday’s bins (shown on the previous day’s ledger) or 
deliveries of tomorrow’s bins (shown on the next day’s ledger) will be ignored, even 
though the run may occur today. This option also assumes that the harvesting and 
transport pattern remains unchanged from day to day. For instance, any run planned 
for today also ran at the same time yesterday and will run again at the same time 
tomorrow. 
If “Runs from midnight” is selected, all runs which are scheduled to commence 
from 00:00 (midnight) on the specified ledger day, up until the end of the simulation 
period, will be simulated. All deliveries and collections for the runs will be 
simulated, regardless of which day’s allocation they relate to. This option does not 
assume unchanged harvesting and transport patterns, but uses the pattern specified in 
TOTools for each day. 
My algorithm sets this option to ‘RunsFromMidnight’.  
.SimulationTimeHours = 48 
This option controls for how long the simulator will run. 
As discussed in Section  5.4.2, the algorithm may detect two ledgers satisfying 
the ‘current ledger’ criteria and identify the earlier one as the ‘current ledger’. Setting 
this option to 48 hours ensures that all runs included in the current ledger and next 
day’s ledger are simulated. 
 
5.4.4 Fire ACTSS Simulator 
Traffic officers often modify the current ledger and may modify the scheduled 
locomotive run activities. As a consequence ACTSS will need to be rerun so that the 
main arrival time algorithm can take the changes into account. The changes that 
affect the transport schedule are: 
• Locomotive status: This action indicates when a run actually started as 
opposed to when a run is supposed to start. This information is updated by the traffic 
officer when a run commences or is completed. When the run is commenced, an 
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‘Actual’ start time becomes available to replace the ‘Scheduled’ start time.  Since the 
‘Actual’ start time is more accurate, ACTSS uses this value if available to improve 
the timing of the activities. 
• Locomotive run activity: Changing/removing/adding a delivery or collection 
of bins from a locomotive run may cause the ACTSS simulator to prioritise other run 
activities. 
• Addition or deletion of a locomotive run: ACTSS will need to be rerun to 
accommodate this change. 
Some of the existing routines in TOTools needed to be modified so that 
TOTools could detect these actions and notify that the ACTSS simulator needs to be 
rerun. The Master PC listens for ledger changes. To allow this feature, I added  a new 
table called “RunActss” in the TOTools database as part of this project. This table 
holds four fields:  
• Id as Integer: Primary key. 
• MillId as integer: The mill that the current ledger belongs to. 
• RunSimulator as boolean: Whether ACTSS needs to be run. 
• ACTSSIsRunning as boolean: If the Master PC is running ACTSS. 
In TOTools, ledgers are stored against mills. In this table each mill defined in 
TOTools will have a corresponding record if a ledger has been created. If any of the 
changes mentioned above are detected, based on the mill of the current ledger, 
TOTools will look for the corresponding mill record and set the “RunSimulator” 
field to “TRUE”. The “ACTSSIsRunning” and “RunSimulator” fields are used to 
indicate that the scheduled activities processed by the main arrival time algorithm are 
outdated and to ensure that no information is lost. They are necessary to account for 
the possibility that TOTools may be further updated while the ACTSS simulator is 
running. 
My main arrival time algorithm that runs in the Master PC will check this table 
every 10 seconds. If any of the records has “RunSimulator” set to “TRUE”, the 
algorithm will get the current ledger for the specific mill defined in the “MillId” 
field, set the “ACTSSIsRunning” field to “TRUE”, reset the “RunSimulator” field to 
“FALSE” and then fire the ACTSS simulator. The algorithm will then wait for the 
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ACTSS system to finish. Once it is finished, the algorithm will set the 
“ACTSSIsRunning” field to “FALSE” and reprocess the ‘arrivals.out’ file. 
 
5.5 IDENTIFY FUTURE RUN ACTIVITIES 
5.5.1 Overview 
Once the scheduled run activities are determined, the next step is to determine 
what each locomotive will do next. Three steps are performed by the main arrival 
time algorithm:  
1- Detect current locomotive position: The exact track where the 
locomotive is running. 
2- Determine the previous run activity: To be able to detect what the 
locomotive will do next, it is necessary to identify what run activity 
the locomotive has just performed. 
3- Identify future run activities: Based on its previous run activity, the 
algorithm can determine what activities the locomotive will do in the 
future. 
These activities are all run on the Master PC. 
 
5.5.2 Step 1 - Detect Current Locomotive Position 
The ‘historical GPS analysis algorithm’ described in Section  4.7 has an 
algorithm that is capable of determining the exact location of locomotives on the 
track when interpreting historical GPS data. It involves fetching locomotive 
information from TOTools and railway information from the MapInfo files and then 
loading this data in memory. Once this information is loaded up, my arrival time 
algorithm is then capable of reading real-time GPS data and determining the exact 
locomotive location on the track. 
When tracking the current location of the locomotive, the algorithm may find 
more than one track segment nearby (as discussed in Section  4.7.3). In this case, 
since the algorithm cannot determine the unique locomotive position, the algorithm 
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doesn’t proceed to step 2. Instead it will search for new GPS data and perform step 1 
again. 
 
5.5.3 Step 2 - Determine the previous run activity 
The algorithm developed in the ‘historical GPS analysis algorithm’ to detect 
run activities from the GPS data (Section  4.7.3) was used to compile a list of run 
activities in memory. Locomotive runs last for no more than 12 hours. To avoid a 
large number of past run activities being stored in memory, the algorithm removes 
from memory run activities that occurred more than 12 hours before the current time. 
The last run activity detected in the GPS files, also called ‘last GPS run 
activity’, is used to predict what run activity the locomotive will perform next. For 
each locomotive, the arrival time algorithm compares the last GPS run activity 
detected against each of the scheduled run activities.   
When TOTools first starts, the main arrival time algorithm has no GPS data or 
run activity stored in memory. If the algorithm only reads real-time GPS data, the 
detection of the last GPS run activity will be delayed until the next run activity 
occurs. I added a new routine to the main algorithm so that when it starts up, it gets 
and interprets the previous 4 hours of data from the historical GPS locomotive data.  
Experience has shown that it is very rare for a locomotive to operate more than 4 
hours without a run activity. 
If the last GPS run activity is the ‘start of the run’, my new algorithm will try to 
identify what run the locomotive is performing. It will fetch all scheduled run 
activities that represent a ‘start of run’ activity. If a scheduled ‘start of run’ activity 
starts from the same mill and the time interval between the GPS and the scheduled 
run activities is equal to or less than 1 hour and 15 minutes, the algorithm then 
identifies this activity as the ‘previous run activity’. The time interval of 1 hour and 
15 minutes is the same interval used in the historical GPS analysis algorithm 
(Section  4.6). If an ‘end of run’ activity is detected, the algorithm then identifies this 
run as completed and this activity as the ‘previous run activity’. For shunt activities, 
the comparison is different. 
If the algorithm was able to identify what run the locomotive is performing, 
once a shunt is detected from the GPS data, the algorithm tries to match this shunt 
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with a scheduled activity. This comparison is based on the location where the shunt 
occurred. If successful, the algorithm then sets this activity as the ‘previous’ one. 
This routine ensures that when the locomotive passes a location, the arrival time 
prediction algorithm recognises that a shunt has been performed, even if it could not 
identify the exact timing of the shunt, adjusting itself. If the algorithm cannot match 
a shunt with any scheduled activity, it bypasses this shunt operation, leaving the 
‘previous run activity’ as it is.  
 
5.5.4 Step 3 - Select Future Activities 
The algorithm identifies each scheduled run activity that occurs after the 
previous run activity as ‘future run activities’. In this step, the algorithm also checks 
if activities performed in different mills are not overlapping each other. 
Some locomotives perform runs for two different mills. In TOTools these runs 
are represented by two separate runs in two different ledgers, one ledger for each 
mill. ACTSS simulates runs for each mill separately. When ACTSS adjusts runs in 
chronological order, it doesn’t check if locomotives are performing runs in other mill 
ledgers. If the run information in the ledger is inaccurate, the ACTSS simulator could 
produce runs that overlap each other. For this reason when determining future 
activities the main arrival time algorithm checks the start and finish time of future 
runs. If it detects that two or more runs overlap each other, the algorithm flags that in 
memory and ignores the later one.  
 
5.6 CALCULATE TRAVEL TIME FOR FUTURE EVENTS 
Once the new arrival time algorithm identifies the current locomotive position 
and its future run activities, the algorithm needs to determine travel times between 
run activities. 
Travel times between each future run event are already calculated by ACTSS. 
However the algorithm still needs to calculate the travel time between the current 
locomotive position and its first future run activity. To do that, the algorithm needs to 
consider what the first future activity is. There are three types: 
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1. ‘Start of run’.  If it is a ‘start of run’ activity, the algorithm will check 
the current time against the time of this activity (or ‘start time of the 
run’). If the algorithm detects that the start time of the run will happen 
sometime in the future, the locomotive hasn’t started its next run. The 
time to the first future run activity will be set to the difference between 
the start time of the run and the current time.  If the algorithm detects 
that the start time of the run is before the current time, the locomotive 
was supposed to start the run some time ago. In this case, the 
algorithm will assume that the run will start ‘now’ (current time) and 
the time to the first future run activity will be 0. 
2. ‘Shunt Activity’.  If it is a shunt activity, the algorithm will use the 
current locomotive location and the location of its future run activity 
to determine the time to the first future run activity. To get the shortest 
path between these two positions, an algorithm was developed based 
on the Dijkstra algorithm (Villanova University, 2014). The shortest 
path is then used to calculate the travel time. 
In MapInfo, the railway is represented by multiple line segments. Therefore the 
shortest path is also represented by a number of line segments. Each line segment can 
have a speed limit defined and each locomotive has a maximum speed defined and 
stored in TOTools. For each line segment included in the shortest path, the algorithm 
calculates travel time as: 




The variables are as follows: 
SegmentLength: the length of the line segment. 
LocoFullSpeed: the locomotive is assumed to travel at its defined speed. The 
driver is also assumed to respect the track speed limit. Therefore LocoFullSpeed will 
be the lower of the segment speed limit and locomotive defined speed. 
The ‘SegmentTravelTime’ from each segment line of the shortest path is then 
summed. The result is the time to the first future run activity. 
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3. ‘End of the run’.  The calculation is similar to the ‘shunt activity’ 
calculation. The only difference is that the destination of the 
locomotive is the mill.   
 
5.7 SAVING AND DISPLAYING RESULTS 
When the time to the first future activity and the travel time between future run 
activities are determined, the next step of the main arrival time algorithm is to 
organise and store this information in a system where other machines can easily 
access it. Since TOTools utilises a SQL database to store information, the results are 
stored in this system. 
A new table called “FutureEvents” was added to the TOTools database to store 
future events. This table contains the following fields: 
• Id as integer: Primary key. 
• LocoId as integer: The id of the locomotive that will perform this activity. 
• LocoRunId as integer: The id of the run that will perform this activity. 
• RunActType as integer: The type of the run activity: shunt, start or end of a 
run. 
• RunActId as integer: If this is a shunt activity, the corresponding run activity 
id. 
• HarvId as integer: If this activity is delivering or collecting bins from a 
harvester, the harvester id. 
• Start as DateTime: The difference in minutes between the previous activity 
and the start of this activity. 
• Duration as DateTime: If this is a shunt, the shunt duration. 
Each record of this table represents a ‘future activity’ a locomotive is supposed 
to perform. Table 12 shows an example of the records that this table will hold.  In 
this example the table contains the future activities for the “BAL_1456” and 
“CED_0548” runs. The “LocoId”, ”RunId”, “RunActId”, “RunActType” and 
“HarvId” fields are integers. However the data of these fields are represented as 
characters for easier interpretation. 
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Table 12 - Table representing future events in the database 











1 Balmoral bal1456   startOfRun   15   
2 Balmoral  bal1456 Habana_3 shunt harvester1 45 5 
3 Balmoral bal1456 Habana_4_M/E shunt harvester2 2 5 
4 Balmoral bal1456 Habana_4_M/E shunt harvester4 0 5 
5 Balmoral bal1456   endOfRun   55   
6 Balmoral bal1730   startOfRun   15   
7 Balmoral bal1730 Dumbleton_1 shunt   9 8 
8 Balmoral bal1730 Dumbleton_1 shunt  0 8 
9 Balmoral bal1730   endOfRun   19   
… … … … …   … … 
… … … … …   … … 
32 Cedars ced0548   startOfRun   15   
33 Cedars ced0548 Calen_3 shunt harvester14 118 5 
34 Cedars ced0548 Calen_5M/E shunt harvester24 9 5 
35 Cedars ced0548 Wagoora_10_R/T shunt harvester25 14 10 
36 Cedars ced0548 Wagoora_10_R/T shunt harvester26 0 10 
37 Cedars ced0548 Wagoora_10_R/T shunt harvester27 0 10 
38 Cedars ced0548 Wagoora_4_F/E (R/T) shunt harvester28 7 8 
39 Cedars ced0548 Calen_5M/E shunt harvester29 19 5 
40 Cedars ced0548 Calen_4 shunt harvester30 8 5 
41 Cedars ced0548 Calen_3 shunt harvester14 4 5 
42 Cedars ced0548 Calen_2 shunt harvester32 5 7 
43 Cedars ced0548   endOfRun   123   
… … … … …   … … 
… … … … …   … … 
 
 
When users right-click a locomotive run in the ledger, a pop up menu is 
displayed. This pop up menu has several menu items that display locomotive run 
information. A new menu item called "Arrival Times” was added to the locomotive 
run pop up menu as shown in Figure 93. 
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Figure 93 - The menu item that displays arrival time information 
 
Once this menu item is selected, based on the id of the locomotive that 
performs the run, TOTools fetches data from the “FutureEvents” table and displays 
arrival time information. The information is displayed in the ‘Arrival Time Form’. 
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Figure 94 - Display arrival time results 
 
The first column of this form (‘Run’) shows the locomotive run that will 
perform the run activity. In this example, we have two locomotive runs. The second 
column (‘Location’) indicates the location of the run activity. If the font style is: 
Bold and red: Location where the run will start 
Bold and black: Location where the run will finish 
Black: Location where the locomotive will shunt 
The third column (‘Arrival Time’) indicates when the locomotive is predicted 
to arrive at its destination or when it is expected to start the run. The forth column 
(‘Shunt Time (min)’) is used to show the duration of shunt activities. In some cases 
these two columns may display blank values for a shunt activity. This situation arises 
when more than one run activity is assigned to one siding, such as when the 
locomotive is supposed to deliver bins to two different harvesters that are serviced 
from the same siding. Since the locomotive will perform only one shunt, the arrival 
time and shunt duration of these activities will be merged. This scenario is shown in 
Figure 94, where the locomotive is supposed to deliver a total of 40 bins to siding 
Geeberga 1(RT).  
The next column (‘Activity’) describes the type of the activity. The last column 
(‘Harvester’) shows the harvester if there is one at the siding where the locomotive 
will deliver or collect bins. 
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After the data are loaded, the next step of the algorithm is to verify if the 
information that is displayed is up to date. Based on the id field of the mill that the 
ledger belongs to, the algorithm checks the “RunSimulator” and “ACTSSIsRunning” 
fields in the “RunActss” table. If any of these fields is set to “TRUE”, ACTSS is 
either running or needs to be run. In this case, a dialog box with the information 
shown in Figure 95 will appear just after the “Arrival Time Form” is displayed. 
 
Figure 95 - Message box displayed when ACTSS is simulating the ledger 
 
When the user presses the ‘Reload’ button, this form will re-fetch information 
from the “FutureEvents” table, reload the form with the new data and check if 
ACTSS is running or needs to be run again. If yes, the same dialog box will appear. 
It is possible that this form loads with up to date information but while it is 
open, the schedule is modified in another machine. In this case, users should press 
the Reload button if this form remains idle for a long period of time. 
There is a second button next to the ‘Reload’ button with a warning sign image 
which is disabled by default. As mentioned in Section  5.5.4, the arrival time 
algorithm flags locomotives which will perform runs in different mills that overlap 
each other. When this form opens, if the locomotive is flagged, this button will be 
enabled and flash. This flashing will indicate that this locomotive has inconsistent 
runs. If this button is clicked, the message box shown in Figure 96 will be displayed. 
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Figure 96 - Example of the message box when the algorithm detects ‘overlapping’ 
runs 
 
Based on this dialog box, traffic officers will be able to check the locomotive 
runs that overlap each other in TOTools. 
 
5.8 TESTING 
To test the arrival time algorithm, internal and external tests were conducted. 
Internal tests involved a similar technique to the one applied to test the historical 
GPS analysis algorithm (Section  4.10) where the oracle and performance testing 
concepts were implemented. External tests involved testing the algorithm on site 
(Mackay Sugar traffic office) where real-time locomotive GPS and TOTools data 
could be interpreted. Details of the tests are described below. 
 
5.8.1 Internal Testing 
Oracle Testing 
The concept of ‘oracles’ described in Section  4.10 was followed for testing 
purposes. The same set of GPS data from two runs implemented on 2 August 2012 
by the ‘Gargett’ locomotive for Marian mill was used (Section  4.10.1). The ‘source’ 
of the testing was the visual observation of these runs using the ACTSS GPS replay 
feature whereas the ‘comparator’ was the information displayed by the ‘Arrival Time 
Form’. Temporary changes were made to TOTools to allow the algorithm to interpret 
historical GPS data as real-time GPS data. Once the results were proven to be 
accurate, further tests were run against the new algorithm. For this test, a new routine 
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was added to the algorithm. The tests used historical data tracked from Mackay 
Sugar’s 2013 season. The details of this routine are described in 5 steps: 
1. Track historical locomotive GPS data: The first step of the algorithm was to 
track run activities for a locomotive. The previously developed algorithm 
for tracking run activities from historical GPS data (Section  4.7) was used. 
2. Load historical GPS data: The algorithm loads up in memory the data 
tracked in step 1. 
3. Simulate real-time GPS data: The algorithm reads in chronological order the 
same GPS data used in step 1 to simulate the progression of time for real-
time arrival time prediction. 
4. Compare results: After each hour in the GPS data, the arrival time prediction 
algorithm is used to predict arrival time for the upcoming run activities, in 
the same way it would if used in real-time. The predicted locomotive arrival 
time is then compared with the actual arrival time determined in step 1. 
5. Output results: The new algorithm outputs the results from step 4 in a table 
in an Excel file for analysis. The fields of this table are: 
i. RunActivity: The unique run activity from the TOTools database where 
bins were delivered. It indicates the siding, bin type and number of 
bins delivered. 
ii. Time Before Activity (hours): How long before the actual arrival time 
the prediction was made. 
iii. Error Time (min): The difference between the predicted time and the 
real time that the locomotive arrived at the siding. 
For this test, GPS data from Farleigh locomotives ‘Cedars’ and ‘Foulden’ were 
used. The results are presented in box plot format. The dots shown in the graph are 
highest and lowest values, representing 10% of the total data set. The x‐axis 
represents each hour before the actual siding arrival time to the nearest hour. As 
indicated above, the algorithm predicted arrival time every hour. The time between 
that time of prediction and the actual arrival time was then rounded to a whole 
number of hours so it could be summarised in a suitable format. The error in the 
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predicted arrival time is shown in minutes. A positive error indicates the locomotive 
arrives later than predicted. 
 
Cedars 
Date range: 17 June to 15 July 2013. During this period, TOTools indicated 
that the locomotive made 222 deliveries. Arrival time predictions could be made for 
all but 31 of these deliveries (86% success rate). Figure 97 presents a summary of the 
results. These reports are shown in boxplot formats. This format is explained in the 
Section  4.9.2. 
 
Figure 97 - Summary of results of testing the arrival time prediction algorithm: 
locomotive ‘Cedars’ 
 
The black dots at the bottom of this report represent the data that is below the 
10% percentile whereas the dots at the top represent the data that is above the 90% 
percentile. Figure 98 focusses on the eight hours before arrival time to get a better 
view of the most relevant data. Focussing on the half of the data within the boxes, the 
graph shows that arrival time was predicted within 21 minutes one hour before 
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arrival, within 33 minutes two hours before arrival and 52 minutes three hours before 
arrival.  
 




Date range: 17 June to 4 October 2013. During this period, TOTools indicated 
that the locomotive made 374 deliveries. Arrival time predictions could be made for 
all but 69 of these deliveries (77% success rate). Figure 99 presents a summary of the 
results.  
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Figure 99 - Summary of results of testing the arrival time prediction algorithm: 
locomotive ‘Foulden’ 
 
Figure 100 focusses on the eight hours before arrival time to get a better view 
of the most relevant data. Focussing on the half of the data within the boxes, the 
graph shows that arrival time was predicted within 11 minutes one hour before 
arrival, within 42 minutes two hours before arrival and 96 minutes three hours before 
arrival.  
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Figure 100 - Close up of the period from eight hours before arrival time: locomotive 
‘Foulden’ 
 
By comparing the results of the two locomotives, arrival time results were 
more accurate for locomotive ‘Cedars’. In both cases, arrival time was generally 




In this project, performance tests were undertaken at each stage of the 
development, as new routines were added to TOTools. A summary of the main 
routines where this test was performed is described below. 
 
Start-up 
When TOTools first starts-up, the new algorithm reads and loads up siding, 
mill and railway information from the MapInfo files, taking longer than it normally 
would to load up (around 30 seconds more). As a result it was decided to permit the 
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main arrival time algorithm to run in a separate machine called Master PC. In this 
machine the 30 seconds delay would still be observed however after TOTools was 
loaded, no further delays were noticed in any of the existing TOTools routines.  
 
Processing Results 
When the current ledger is modified, the main arrival time algorithm running in 
the Master PC needs to run ACTSS, process locomotive real-time GPS information 
and store results in the database. When run information in the current ledger was 
modified, a delay of 5 to 15 seconds occurred in the Master PC while ACTSS was 
run. This delay duration was proportional to the complexity of the schedule, with 
complexity a function of the number of locomotive runs, run activities and branches 
serviced for each run. When investigating the code, all routines involved in this 
operation were executed in a short period of time (less than 1 second) except the 
routine that needed to run the ACTSS simulator. Kono and Kent (2012) reported that 
the ACTSS algorithm was integrated into the TOTools system in 2010, before the 
start of this research. The ACTSS source code was revised at that time and changes 
were made to improve its performance. As a result, further improvement was 
considered unlikely without substantial effort and so no changes were made. 
 
5.8.2 External Testing 
To perform tests externally, the author visited the Mackay Sugar traffic office. 
The author configured the MapInfo files and the real-time locomotive GPS data 
interface in TOTools. To be able to test the algorithm, the author set up his laptop as 
the dedicated PC (Section  5.3) and processed TOTools and GPS data. A VPN 
connection to the Mackay Sugar network was also set up for the author so that he 
could continue to have access to live TOTools and GPS data from outside Mackay 
Sugar. The site visit for testing lasted 2 days. 
The author continued testing the algorithm from QUT for a further 2 weeks. 
During this period, the Mackay Sugar traffic office was contacted regularly by phone 
to collect user feedback on algorithm results.  
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No Arrival Time Results 
In some cases the algorithm didn’t output results. This situation arose in three 
scenarios: 
1- For a specific locomotive, the arrival time algorithm could not 
identify what the current or next run was. 
2- There were no runs scheduled to start for a specific locomotive. 
3- The algorithm was waiting for ACTSS to simulate locomotive runs. 
In these situations, when users brought up the ‘Arrival Time Form’ 
(Section  5.7), no results were displayed. For the software to provide a result status in 
case no results are displayed in this form, users wanted to know the reason why. It 
was also considered beneficial for users to know if locomotives had arrival time 
results without having to bring up the ‘Arrival Time Form’. 
Improvements were then made to the arrival time algorithm to allow users to 
easily verify what type of arrival time information locomotives have for each 
scenario. 
 
Scenario 1: current or next run cannot be tracked 
If the algorithm cannot determine what the current or next run for a specific 
locomotive is, an extra menu item is displayed when users right-click a run for this 
locomotive in the ledger. This menu item shows the information: “TOTools couldn’t 
determine what run the locomotive is performing”. Figure 101 shows the new menu 
item. 
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Figure 101 - Menu item displayed for runs that couldn’t be tracked 
 
Scenario 2: No runs scheduled to start. 
If a specific locomotive doesn’t have any runs scheduled to start, a similar 
menu item described in “Scenario 1: current or next run cannot be tracked” would be 
displayed. The difference is that this menu item would show the information: “No 
future activities for this run”. Figure 102 illustrates the new menu item. 
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Figure 102 - Menu item displayed when there are no future activities for a 
locomotive 
 
Scenario 3: Algorithm waiting for ACTSS to simulate locomotive runs 
If ACTSS is currently simulating locomotive runs, the algorithm won’t have 
arrival time results for any locomotive. The ‘Arrival Times’ menu item label then 
gets changed. This menu item becomes disabled and its text shows the information: 
“Arrival Times (Running ACTSS)”. Figure 103 shows an example of the changed 
menu item. 
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Figure 103 - Menu item displayed during ACTSS simulation 
  
5.9 CONCLUSIONS 
Locomotive arrival time can be determined from real-time locomotive GPS 
combined with TOTools data and railway information. For the runs that were 
matched between TOTools and GPS data, arrival time predictions could be 
determined for the majority of run activities stored in TOTools: 86% for Cedars 
locomotive and 77% for Foulden locomotive for the data used in testing. 
Approximately 15% to 33% of these run activities were not tracked. There 
were two scenarios where run activities were not tracked:  
1- The locomotive didn’t perform the run activity stored in TOTools. 
2- ACTSS didn’t sort run activities in the order they occurred. 
For the first scenario, traffic officers, drivers and assistants can be instructed to 
enter the correct number of bins delivered and collected for each run in TOTools. 
They can also be instructed to verify these numbers at the end of each run. 
To improve the accuracy of tracked runs for the second scenario, an ACTSS 
feature can be used. ACTSS allows users to specify the priority of delivery or 
collection of bins. If the priority of a bin activity is verified and corrected for each 
run before they commence, the percentage of run activities that could be tracked 
would increase. 
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By comparing arrival time information from Cedars and Foulden locomotives, 
arrival time was approximately predicted within 90 minutes three hours before 
arrival, 45 minutes two hours before arrival and 20 minutes one hour before arrival. 
Delays in mill, harvester and locomotive operations can occur quite often to cause 
variation in arrival time. Since ACTSS simulates runs in a scenario where mills, 
harvesters and locomotive operations don’t have delays, arrival time was generally 
predicted earlier than it actually was. 
The developed algorithm to predict locomotive arrival time will aid traffic 
officers to better estimate what time locomotives will deliver bins. This information 
can also be provided to harvesters and growers so they know what time bins will be 
delivered or collected. This information can help them to better plan their shifts 
ahead. 
The MapInfo GIS system was essential to achieve accurate results. The ACTSS 
simulator was also important. Through ACTSS, run activities could be ordered 
chronologically. The algorithm to analyse historical GPS data had many routines 
required for this functionality as well. Some of the existing tracking routines were re-
utilised in this work. The arrival time algorithm relies on the default locomotive 
speed and shunt time which are defined in TOTools. The algorithm will produce 
better results if the locomotive and siding data entered in TOTools is accurate. 
 The second research question is: 
How can we forecast locomotive arrival times by interpreting real-time GPS 
data? 
This question was addressed by the new arrival time algorithm developed in 
TOTools. This algorithm combined new routines with existing functionalities from 
ACTSS and the historical GPS analysis algorithm. As a result, the new algorithm 
identifies future run activities and calculates arrival times. The results are stored in 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
The objective of this chapter is to give an overview of the findings of this 
research based on addressing the two research questions: 
1) How can we improve our understanding of locomotive time utilisation and 
railway system efficiency by integrating run activity data from TOTools with 
historical GPS data? 
2) How can we forecast locomotive arrival times by interpreting real-time 
GPS data? 
The chapter discusses the methodology employed and outcomes. It also proposes 
plans for future research. 
 
6.1 RESEARCH OVERVIEW 
GPS systems have been implemented in various segments of the transport 
sector. My research shows the potential of the GPS system in railway systems and 
some of its benefits. My work shows that it is possible to track run activities and 
predict arrival time from Australian sugar mill locomotives with great accuracy by 
combining GPS and TOTools data. 
The ACTSS system was essential in this research. Through its MapInfo GIS 
system interface, mill, siding and railway information could be easily visualised, 
edited and loaded into TOTools. The change of representation of sidings and mill 
yards from point to polyline objects was important to improve the accuracy of the 
algorithms. This change allowed the detection of run activities which include shunt, 
junction and catch-point activities and run start and finish times. 
Through ACTSS’ GPS interface, locomotive GPS data in different file formats 
could be interpreted. ACTSS has routines used to track locomotive GPS data. These 
routines were also used to plan the new algorithms in this research. 
The two main algorithms developed in this research match runs between 
TOTools and GPS data based on run actual start time and location. Based on the 
results presented in this thesis, the accuracy of the algorithm results will increase if: 
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• Locomotive run information is entered and updated correctly in 
TOTools. 
• Mill yard, railway and siding representation is edited accurately in 
MapInfo. 
 
6.2 GPS ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 
To address the first research question, new algorithms were developed and 
implemented in TOTools. They took about 7 months to complete working full time. 
To track run activities, 5 main algorithms were implemented (Section  4.6,  4.7.2 
and  4.7.4) in one main class called ‘GPSTracking.vb’ which consists of 
approximately 8000 lines of code. They interpret historical locomotive GPS data and 
combine them with historical TOTools data. As a result, runs can now be identified 
from the GPS data and their duration separated into well-defined activities. 
Runs are matched between TOTools and GPS data based on the run actual start 
time and start location. Run activities are matched based on bin activity stored in 
TOTools and shunt activities detected in the GPS data. Based on the information 
extracted from tracked runs, fifteen new reports were developed to display 
locomotive utilisation and railway system efficiency information. These reports will 
facilitate the analysis of transport operations and will help traffic officers to develop 
more realistic schedules and examine areas that need improvement. 
Average run activity duration can now be determined. Run activities include: 
average shunt, delay and travel times. Average duration of junction and catch-point 
activities can also be determined. By tracking Mackay Sugar locomotive GPS and 
TOTools data for the entire 2013 season, the following information was extracted: 
• Average shunt time: 15 minutes 
a) Bin delivery: 13 minutes 
b) Bin collection: 16 minutes 
• Average junction activity duration: 19 minutes 
• Average catch-point activity duration: 4.8 minutes 
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It was concluded that on average locomotives spend 4 four minutes more 
collecting bins than delivering bins. It can also be observed that, on average, shunt 
times increase about 1 minute for every additional 14 bins delivered and every 
additional 7 bins collected. 
It was also observed that occasionally in some sidings, the shunt time would be 
way above the average shunt time. By analysing shunt times and locomotive run 
details, it was concluded that this could be caused by: 
1) Locomotives waiting for others to pass 
2) Lunch breaks: depending on the railway layout, some specific sidings are 
used for this purpose 
3) Incidents or accidents such as: harvester or mill delays or breakdowns, bad 
weather and derailments. 
These events occur occasionally. For this reason to calculate the 
minutes/number of bins ratio, the median value was chosen. 
It was also observed that: 
a) 83% of all run deliveries involved 5-45 bin units. Shunt Time variation: 
approximately 3 minutes 
b) 80% of all run collections involved 5-40 bin units. Shunt Time variation: 
approximately 5 minutes 
It means that for the large majority of deliveries, the average shunt time could 
take an extra 3 minutes depending on the number of bins. For collections, average 
shunt time could take an extra 5 minutes. The average shunt time for bin delivery is 
13 minutes. A 3 minute variation in shunt time with number of bins represents 25% 
of the average shunt time. The average shunt time for bin collection is 16 minutes. 
The 5 minute variation in shunt time with number of bins represents 31% of the 
average shunt time.  
It can then be concluded that the typical variation in shunt time with number of 
bins is not significant. The analysis indicates that the shunt time spent by 
locomotives delivering bins can be slightly different to the shunt time when 
collecting bins. However is some cases, locomotives perform a large number of 
shunts. This variation could then affect the overall run time. 
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6.2.1 Future Work 
GPS Analysis Reports 
Users of the historical GPS analysis system will continue to provide feedback. 
Based on this feedback, existing reports may be modified and new reports may be 
developed.  
A Traffic Officer Workshop will be held in Townsville in February 2015. In 
this workshop, the author will facilitate a session where mill staff will provide 
feedback about the software and the benefits of this new system. The author will 
request participants to describe how these reports are being used. At the end of this 
session, the author will run a group discussion where participants will brainstorm 
ideas for new reports. 
 
GPS Speed Reports 
Locomotive GPS data is stored in different file formats. When tracking GPS 
data, TOTools interprets each format and converts it into multiples binary files. Each 
binary file is then stored in a folder specified by a TOTools option. In this thesis, this 
operation is called ‘Mapping’. Further improvements could be applied to the 
‘Mapping’ process so that instead of storing the data into multiple binary files, the 
interpreted locomotive GPS data could be stored in a database. Since databases are 
designed to store and retrieve large amounts of data, this change would improve the 
performance of all ‘Speed Reports’. 
 
Increase matched run information between TOTools and GPS data 
The number of tracked runs was approximately 50%. A new algorithm will be 
developed in TOTools to increase this percentage. By interpreting locomotive real-
time GPS with TOTools and MapInfo data, the new algorithm will identify when 
locomotives start or finish their runs. This algorithm will then promptly warn traffic 
officers so that they can act upon these events. 
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The routine to match TOTools and GPS runs could be improved. After running 
the matching algorithm ( section 4.6), a new routine could be developed that attempts 
to match runs that haven’t been matched yet. For each unmatched GPS run found, 
this new routine would track what shunt activities were performed. It would then 
compare these activities with the bin activities performed in unmatched TOTools 
runs. If the majority of the activities can be matched, the new routine would then 
match the GPS and TOTools runs together. 
  
Increase matched run activity information between TOTools and GPS data 
The number of tracked run activities within runs was approximately 67%. To 
increase this percentage, drivers and assistants need to ensure bin activities are 
reported to the traffic office accurately and traffic officers enter bin activity 
information in TOTools correctly. 
For each TOTools run matched against the GPS data, the algorithm tracks and 
tries to match TOTools-GPS run activities (section  4.7). In some cases, TOTools run 
activities cannot be successfully matched. A new routine could be developed to asses 
these activities and match with shunt activities found in the GPS data. If there are 
still unmatched TOTools bin activities, this routine would store the information 
details of these activities in the TOTools database. New reports would be then 
developed to display this information. These reports would be added to the existing 
Error Report group (section  4.9.1). 
 
6.3 ARRIVAL TIME PREDICTION ALGORITHM 
The second part of this research shows that locomotive arrival time can be 
determined from real-time locomotive GPS combined with TOTools data and 
railway information. The main routines of this new algorithm were implemented in 
one main class called ‘RealTimeGPSDataMain.vb’ which consists of approximately 
5500 lines of code. The implementation of this new feature took approximately 3 
months working full time. 
This algorithm will aid traffic officers to better estimate what time locomotives 
will deliver bins. This information can also be useful to inform harvesters and 
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growers what time bins will be delivered or collected. This information can help 
them to better plan their shifts ahead.   
Arrival time information from two locomotives was compared. The results 
indicate that arrival time was approximately predicted within 90 minutes three hours 
before arrival, 45 minutes two hours before arrival and 20 minutes one hour before 
arrival. Arrival time was predicted earlier in most cases. The reason is because 
ACTSS simulates runs in a scenario where mills, harvesters and locomotive 
operations don’t have delays. In a real situation, mill, harvester and locomotive 
operations can be often delayed due to accidents or incidents, such as derailments, 
bad weather or mill breakdown. 
The ACTSS simulator was also important in this research. Through this 
feature, run activities could be ordered chronologically. The algorithm to analyse 
historical GPS data was also important in this part of the research. Some of the 
existing tracking routines were re-utilised in this work. The arrival time algorithm 
relies on the default locomotive speed and shunt time which are defined in TOTools. 
The algorithm will produce better results with greater accuracy of locomotive and 
siding data entered in TOTools. 
 
6.3.1 Future Work 
Accurate Information for ACTSS 
The arrival time algorithm runs the ACTSS simulator to generate a list of run 
activities locomotives are supposed to perform chronologically. To determine the 
duration of each shunt, ACTSS relies on the default shunt time which can be defined 
in TOTools for each siding. Future work involves utilising the results of the 
historical GPS analysis algorithm to predict shunt times for each siding depending on 
the number of bins delivered and/or collected. 
To calculate travel times, ACTSS estimates maximum locomotive speed based 
on  locomotive speeds defined in TOTools and speed restrictions stored in MapInfo. 
Future work involves utilising some of the routines or results of the ‘Segment 
Summary Speed Report’ to predict how long locomotives take to travel track 
segments more realistically. 
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Simulation of Runs 
A new application called Real Time Scheduling System is currently being 
developed. This project started in July 2014. One of the features of this system is a 
routine similar to the ACTSS simulator where run activities stored in TOTools are 
ordered chronologically. An extra feature will be added to the Arrival Time 
Prediction algorithm to allow users to have the option to choose between ACTSS or 
Real Time Schedule System to simulate locomotive runs.   
The arrival time algorithm relies on the information entered in the current 
ledger. The more accurate the data is, better the results will be. As mentioned in the 
section “ 0Increase matched run information between TOTools and GPS data“, a new 
algorithm will be implemented to advise traffic officers when locomotives start of 
finish their runs so that they can act upon these events. This algorithm will improve 
data accuracy in the current ledger and therefore improve the arrival time algorithm 
results. 
 
Unmatched run activities 
The arrival time algorithm relies on the information entered in the current 
ledger. The more accurate the data is, better the results will be. As mentioned in the 
section “Increase matched run information between TOTools and GPS data“, a new 
algorithm will be implemented to advise traffic officers when locomotives start of 
finish their runs so that they can act upon these events. This algorithm will improve 
data accuracy in the current ledger and therefore improve the arrival time algorithm 
results. 
 
Runs that do not start of finish at mills 
Some runs start in locations outside mill areas, such as depots. At this stage, 
both the historical GPS analysis and arrival time prediction algorithms can only 
identify runs that start and finish at mills. Further improvement will be implemented 
to these algorithms so that they can detect runs that start and/or finish in locations 
outside mills.  To improve the detection of start and finish times for this runs, the 
algorithm mentioned in the section “ 0Increase matched run information between 
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TOTools and GPS data“ will also cater for these runs. To achieve that, changes will 
be made to ACTSS and the matching algorithm (section  4.6). 
Mill yard areas are represented as polygons in MapInfo. MapInfo has a table 
called ‘GPSSidings’ where the physical track structure of sidings and mill yards are 
represented. Changes will be made to allow ACTSS to interpret siding areas as 
polygons in this table, similar to the representation of mill yards. An example of this 
updated siding representation is shown in Figure 104 where the area of siding ‘Leap 
2’ is represented as a red polygon. 
 
Figure 104 - Siding area represented as region 
 
The algorithm will then detect commenced runs from the GPS data when it 
identifies that a locomotive leaves the area where it is supposed to start the run. The 
same concept will be applied to detect the end of a run. 
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